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ABSTRACT 
From the Rim to the River : The Geomorphology of Debris Flows 
in the Green River Canyons of Dinosaur National Monument, 
Colorado and Utah 
by 
Isaac J. Larsen, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2003 
Co-Major Professors : Dr. Joel L. Pederson, Dr. John C. Schn1idt 
Department: Geology 
The Green River canyons of the eastern Uinta Mountains have experienced a 5-
year period of high debris flow activity. Catchment factors were studied in watersheds 
and on debris fans with recent debris flows, leading to the development of a conceptual 
framework of the hillslope and debris flow processes that deliver sediment to the Green 
River. Two recent fan deposits were monitored to determine the magnitude and 
processes of reworking that occur during mainstem floods of varying magnitude . 
The dominant debris flow initiation mechanism, termed the firehose effect, occurs 
when overland flow generated on bedrock slopes cascades down steep cliffs and saturates 
and impacts colluvium stored in bedrock hollows, causing failure. The dry climate and 
high strength of bedrock cause hillslopes to be weathering-limited, prohibiting the 
formation of extensive regolith and vegetative cover. This reduces the degree vegetation 
regulates geomorphic processes and causes wildfire to have little influence on debris flow 
11 
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initiation. The dry climate and strong rocks also lead to high runoff ratios and steep 
escarpments that result in debris flow initiation via the firehose effect. This initiation 
process also dominates in Grand Canyon, where geologic and topographic characteristics 
are similar, but differs from locations in the Rocky Mountains where fire has a strong 
influence on debris flow processes. 
Monitoring of two recently aggraded debris fans shows that mainstem floods with 
magnitudes as low as 75% of the pre-dam 2-year flood cause significant erosion of fan 
deposits, whereas floods with magnitudes less than 40% of the pre-dam 2-year flood do 
little reworking. Armoring of the debris fan surface limited the degree ofreworking done 
by successive floods. Eroded material was deposited directly downstream of the fan, not 
at the expansion gravel bar. This depositional location represents a change in the 
organization of the fan-eddy complex, potentially altering the location of recirculating 
eddies and associated backwater habitats. 
These results indicate that the firehose effect may be the dominant initiation 
processes in the steep canyons of the Colorado Plateau and that dam releases that 
significantly rework fan deposits are within the operational range oflarge dams in the 
Colorado River system. 
(213 pages) 
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PREFACE 
This research addresses the geomorphology ofrecent debris flows in the Green 
River canyons of the eastern Uinta Mountains in Dinosaur National Monument. This 
thesis contains four chapters; Chapter 1 introduces the research problem and overviews 
the methods used to address these questions. Chapter 2 is a long manuscript written for 
journal submission. This chapter examines catchment factors related to initiation and 
provides a conceptual framework of hillslope sediment transport and debris flow 
processes that deliver sediment to the Green River. Chapter 3 is a sh01ier manuscript 
written for journal submission, which focuses on how newly deposited debris fans are 
reworked by mainstem river floods of varying magnitudes . Chapter 4 is a summary of 
the results from Chapters 2 and 3. The appendices include the complete data that were 
collected during the study, but that were only summarized in Chapters 2 and 3 for the 
sake of brevity. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Powell (1875) hypothesized that the rapids of the Green and Colorado rivers 
formed where coarse material is transported to mainstem channels from tributary 
catchments. Nearly a century passed before debris flows, not flash floods, were 
recogni zed as the dominant tributary process that deliver coarse sediment to the mainstem 
rivers of the Colorado River basin (Leopold, 1969; Cooley et al., 1977; Graf, 1979; 
Howard and Dolan, 1981; Kieffer, 1985; Webb et al., 1988; 1989; Melis et al., 1994). 
Despite these contributions , many questions remain for the region, including : 1) what are 
the watershed condit ions and the processes that lead to debris flow initiation in tributary 
catchments, and 2) what are the processes and the range of mainstem discharges that 
rework debris fan deposits ? Studies in Grand Canyon have begun to address these 
questions (Kieffer, 1985; Webb et al., 1988; 1999; Griffiths et al., 1996; Pizzuto et al., 
1999), but data are rare for other parts of the Colorado River basin . Additionally, 
different conceptual models of debris flow initiation have emerged for isolated parts of 
the Interior West. Fire has been shown to play a critical role in controlling the location 
and frequency of debris flows in west-central Colorado and the Yellowstone region, 
whereas in Grand Canyon, bedrock and precipitation-related factors influence debris flow 
initiation. 
Fifteen debris flows occurred in the Green River canyons of the eastern Uinta 
Mountains in Dinosaur National Monument between 1997 and 2002, presenting an 
opportunity to address questions of catchment processes and deposit reworking. Whether 
debris flow initiation is related to wildfire or bedrock and precipitation properties was 
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addressed by: 1) mapping the distribution ofhillslope deposits, 2) examining post-fire 
hillslope response, 3) describing initiation processes, collecting data on 4) bedrock 
strength, 5) mineralogy, 6) catchment morphometry, and 7) precipitation. These data also 
link the chain of processes involved in coarse sediment transport to the Green River . 
The recent debris flow activity enhanced many existing rapids and riffles, in some 
cases greatly constricting the Green River, providing an opportunity to address the 
question as to whether large, infrequent discharges or smaller, more frequent discharges 
are required to significantly rework debris fan deposits in the Colorado River basin. In 
combination with previous work (Martin 2000) , continued topographic and grain-size 
monitoring of two debris fans was conducted over 6- and 4-year periods as the fans were 
modified by a range of Green River discharges. These data were used to evaluate both 
the magnitude and processes of reworking that were associated different peak discharges 
and to determine if a threshold for reworking exists . Reworking thresholds and processes 
for reworking are compared to conceptual models of debris fan reworking developed in 
Grand Canyon. 
Results of this study have implications for both the catchment conditions that lead 
to debris flow initiation in canyons of the Colorado Plateau, as well as the management of 
large dams on the Green and Colorado Rivers. 
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CHAPTER2 
HILLSLOPE PROCESSES AND DEBRIS FLOW INITIATION THE GREEN RIVER 
CANYONS OF THE EASTERN UINTA MOUNTAINS: THE ROLES OF 
WILDFIRE, BEDROCK GEOLOGY, AND METEOROLOGY' 
ABSTRACT 
4 
The Green River canyons of the eastern Uinta Mountains have experienced a 5-
year period of debris flow activity that greatly exceeds debris flow frequency for the 
previous 5-years of observation . Wildfires in tributa ry catchments and above normal 
summer-early fall precipitation in some, but not all, years are coincident with the increase 
in debris flow activity . Hillslope processes and debris flow initiation were studied in 15 
catchments with recent debris flows to determine whether debris flows initiate due to 
fire-related processes as in west-central Colorado and Yellowstone, or factors related to 
bedrock and precipitation as shown in Grand Canyon. The dominant debris flow 
initiation mechanism, te1med the firehose effect, occurs when overland flow generated on 
dominantly bedrock slopes cascades down steep cliffs where it saturates and impacts 
colluvium stored in bedrock hollows and colluvial wedges, causing failure. The dry 
climate and strong rock characteristics cause hillslopes to be weathering-limited with 
respect to sediment supply. This prohibits the formation of extensive regolith and 
vegetative cover. The lack of vegetative cover and associated organic litter greatly reduce 
the degree to which vegetation regulates hydrologic and geomorphic processes, causing 
wildfire to have little influence on the processes that lead to debris flow initiation. The 
1 Coauthored by Isaac J. Larsen, John C. Schmidt, Joel L. Pederson. 
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same catchment properties lead to high runoff-ratios and steep escarpments that result in 
debris flow initiation via the firehose effect. Initiation processes are similar to those in 
Grand Canyon, where bedrock plays a similar role in regulating hillslope processes and 
colluvium storage, but differs from neighboring studies in Yellowstone and west-central 
Colorado where wildfire plays a greater role in altering hillslope processes. The recent 
debris flow activity is not attributed to either increased wildfire or seasonal precipitation 
and is likely due to highly localized intense rainfall events. The recent debris flows have 
constricted and aggraded rapids of the Green River, indicating that tributary hillslope and 
debris flow processes currently influence river morphology . 
INTRODUCTION 
Debris flows are an important geomorphic process in high-relief mountain and 
canyon landscapes . Debris flows transport large volumes of sediment from hillslopes to 
adjacent valleys where they shape channel and valley floor geomorphology by scouring 
channels through which they flow and by forming fans where they debouch into larger 
valleys (Blackwelder , 1928; Bull, 1964; Hooke , 1967; Benda, 1990; Blair and 
McPherson , 1994; Cenderelli and Kite, 1998). 
The specific physical conditions that lead to debris flow initiation vary greatly, 
because this process occurs in diverse physiographic and climatic environments . For 
example, debris flows can initiate due to failure of bedrock, colluvium, or channel-bed 
sediment (Costa, 1984). Rock strength influences both the failure susceptibility of 
bedrock slopes and the production rate of colluvium, both of which influence debris flow 
activity (Wohl and Pearthree, 1991; Bovis and Jakob , 1999). Precipitation thresholds that 
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trigger debris flows are difficult to determine, and vary significantly across landscapes 
(Wilson, 1997). Different hillslope characteristics can lead to both infiltration and runoff 
dominated initiation processes (Johnson and Rodine, 1984; Iverson, 2000). Wildfire can 
cause debris flows by reducing infiltration, exposing surficial sediments, and decreasing 
regolith strength by diminishing root strength (Swanson, 1981; Wells, 1987; Cannon et 
al., 2001b; Meyer et al., 2001). 
The differences in causal factors and triggering mechanisms lead to different 
conceptual models of debris flow initiation. These differences exist even in relatively 
small areas in the Interior West where the roles of wildfire and bedrock strength and 
precipitation differ (Fig. 2.1). Cannon et al. (2001b) and Meyer and Wells (1997) found 
that fire is a critical factor that controls debris flow occurrence and frequency at Storm 
King Mountain in west-central Colorado and in the Yellowstone region. However, Webb 
and colleagues (Webb et al., 1989; Melis et al., 1994; Griffiths et al., 1996) identified 
geologic and climatic factors, unrelated to fire, that determine the location and frequency 
of debris flows in Grand Canyon. 
Debris flow activity in the eastern Uinta Mountains has been monitored since 
1993. Little debris flow activity was reported for the time period from 1993 to 1997 
(Grams and Schmidt, 1999), but debris flow activity has increased greatly since 1997. 
Debris flows from 15 catchments aggraded fans and rapids in the Green River corridor 
between 1997 and 2002. Immediately prior to and during this period of increased debris 
flow activity, forest fires burned 34 km2 of tributary catchments that drain to the Green 
River , potentially altering the geomorphic response of the catchments (Swanson, 1981 ). 
The recent debris flow activity indicates that debris flows are an active process in this 
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conceptual models of debris flow initiation have been developed. Inset shows 
location of canyons in the eastern Uinta Mountains and locations of weather 
stations used in precipitation analyses. 
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landscape and provides an opportunity to determine if conceptual models of initiation 
based on wildfire or bedrock and precipitation characteristics developed for other parts of 
the Interior West apply in this region. 
The purpose of this study is to explain why debris flow activity has recently 
increased and to take advantage of this recent activity to investigate process links among 
bedrock weathering, colluvial sediment storage, debris flow initiation, and transport 
processes and to determine how wildfire and meteorological events influence these 
processes in order to develop a conceptual model of debris flow initiation in this region. 
BACKGROUND 
Debris flows are a type of granular mass flow in which gravity drives rapid 
downslope motion of solid grains and intergranular fluid . Granular mass flows move as 
contiguous bodies that irreversibly deform as they move down slope (Iverson and 
Vallance, 2001) . Iverson (1997) showed that debris flows move with fluctuating 
rheology governed by changes in Coulomb friction and internal pore-fluid pressure. 
Debris flows typically occur when regolith fails and is mobilized from hillslopes 
and low-order channels in high-elevation, headwater catchments (Costa, 1984). Primary 
factors linked to debris flow initiation include: low-strength material, steep slopes, and 
large, intermittent sources of moisture (Costa, 1984). The most common moisture 
sources for debris flows are rainfall and snowmelt. Debris flows most commonly initiate 
due to rapid transformation of landslide material following slope failure ( e.g. Iverson et. 
al., 1997), but other initiation processes include progressive sediment bulking and the 
firehose effect. 
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Progressive sediment bulking has been linked to post-fire debris flow initiation 
throughout the Interior west (Parrett, 1987; Wohl and Pearthree, 1991; Meyer and Wells, 
1997; Cannon and Reneau , 2000; Cannon, 2001; Cannon et al., 2001a; 2001b) . 
Progressive sediment bulking occurs following moderate to severe forest fires that 
consume organic litter and kill hillslope vegetation. Debris flows in west-central 
Colorado and Yellowstone initiate when: 1) infiltration excess overland flow causes 
sheetwash and rill erosion that strips burned mineral soil from upper catchment slopes 
and causes gully erosion on lower slopes ; 2) surface nmoff bulked with sediment enters 
the drainage network and scours channels ; and 3) sufficient eroded material is entrained, 
relative to the volume of surface runoff to create a debris flow at some downstream point 
within the drainage network (Meyer and Wells, 1997; Cannon et al., 2001b). Debris flow 
initiation occurs at a point within the network defined by a threshold contributing area 
and slope, because down-slope increases in sediment are greater than down-slope 
increases in water (Cannon et al., 2001 b ). Hydrophobic soils were not associated with 
debris flow activity in these areas, and Cannon et al. (2001 b) hypothesized that the 
presence of exposed sediment alone is sufficient to cause debris flow activity . 
Saturation-induced landslides on regolith-covered hillslopes have also produced debris 
flows following fires, possibly due to reduced evapotranspiration or water-repellent soil 
layers (Wells, 1987; Cannon, 2001). 
In Grand Canyon, weak shale and strong sandstone and limestone bedrock form 
compound hillslopes that make up the canyon walls. Physical weathering and hillslope 
sediment transport leads to colluvial wedge deposition on benches formed by weaker 
shales (Griffiths et al. 1996). Debris flows in Grand Canyon initiate when overland flow 
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generated on bedrock slopes in steep tributary catchments cascades down the canyon 
walls where it impacts colluvial wedges, causing failure. This initiation mechanism, 
termed the firehose effect (Johnson and Rodine , 1984), account for over 35% of all debris 
flows in Grand Canyon; other initiation mechanisms include; failure of shale slopes, 
failure of colluvial wedges directly impacted by rainfall, and combinations of the above 
mechanisms (Melis et al., 1994, Griffiths et al., 1996). 
Griffiths et al. (1996) concluded that the presence of shales high in kaolinite and 
illite, located high above the Colorado River are the primary factors related to the 
location and frequency of debris flows in Grand Canyon, and they have drawn similar 
conclusions for the entire Colorado Plateau (Griffiths et al., 1997). Debris flow deposits 
in Grand Canyon contain 60-80% illite and kaolinite by weight which Griffiths et al. 
(1996) maintain is responsible for long debris flow runout distances because of its role in 
creating material transport competence (Hampton , 1975; Rodine and Johnson, 1976). 
Debris flow frequency increases dramatically where the Hermit Shale is > 100 m above 
the Colorado River , because the high relief gives failures the potential energy required to 
mobilize into debris flows (Griffiths et al., 1996). 
Webb et al. (1989) and Melis et al. (1994) have used data from rain gages near 
Grand Canyon to report that rainfall with intensities greater than 25 mm/hour and rainfall 
totals between 16 and 50 mm have initiated debris flows in Grand Canyon. The 
recurrence of these storms ranges from <1- to 60-years (Griffiths et al., 1996). 
Antecedent moisture conditions are important; precipitation on the days preceding a 
debris flow may have recurrence intervals greater than l 0 years, whereas precipitation on 
the day of a debris flow may be a low-magnitude event (Griffiths et al., 1996). 
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Determining which regional debris flow initiation model is applicable to the 
eastern Uinta Mountains can be accomplished by collecting data that addresses both post-
fire hillslope conditions and bedrock- and precipitation-related properties . 
Analysis of post-fire hillslope erosional response, burn severity, soil 
hydrophobicity, and slope-area relations for debris flow initiation will help determine 
whether fire plays a similar role in west-central Colorado and Yellowstone. Similarly, 
analysis of bedrock strength, colluvium and shale mineralogy, surficial deposit 
distributions, catchment morphology, precipitation, and topographic position of shales 
and colluvial wedges will help determine whether initiation processes are more similar to 
Grand Canyon. 
STUDY SITE 
The Green River has established its course through the eastern end of the Uinta 
Mountains, forming three spectacular canyons: Canyon of Lodore (hereafter referred to 
as Lodore Canyon), Whirlpool Canyon, and Split Mountain Canyon (Fig. 2.1). The 
erosion of the Green River canyons has created an area of rugged, high-relief topography. 
Tributary headwaters are located near the elevation of the canyon rim and drain to the 
Green River in steep channels that fall hundreds of meters to the canyon floor. 
Structurally, the eastern Uinta Mountains are a broad east-west trending anticline 
(Hansen, 1986). The Green River flows north to south, roughly perpendicular to the axis 
of the anticline. The anticlinal structure, along with local faulting, causes the elevation of 
shales and major colluvial wedges to vary throughout the canyons. The Neoproterozoic 
Uinta Mountain Group forms the canyon walls in the upper portion of Lodore Canyon. 
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The Uinta Mountain Group is an orthoquartzite with minor shale beds that forms cliffs 
up to 700 m high. The base of the Paleozoic section first appears at the top of the canyon 
approximately 14 km downstream from the beginning of Ladore Canyon. The Paleozoic 
section is increasingly represented as the Green River flows down-dip and aside from 
local faulting that has brought the Uinta Mountain Group to the surface at the beginning 
of Whirlpool Canyon, most of the canyon walls in Whirlpool Canyon are composed of 
Paleozoic rocks . Paleozoic bedrock includes cliff-forming sandstone and limestone as 
well as slope forming shales that, together, form compound hillslopes. The Oligocene 
Bishop Conglomerate is found in the upper catchments of some tributaries in Whirlpool 
Canyon. Bedrock structural characteristics control drainage patterns in the area. Mapped 
faults and joints in the eastern Uinta Mountains generally trend NW-SE and NE-SW 
(Hansen et al., 1983), and nearly all major tributaries and many of the smaller drainages 
in Ladore Canyon are subsequent to these structures (Grams and Schmidt, 1999). 
The semi-arid climate of the eastern Uinta Mountains supports a pinion-juniper 
forest with sparse undergrowth . Annual precipitation is between 21 and 30 cm, 60% of 
which occurs between May and October. Summer rainfall is greatest on the southern and 
eastern flanks of the Uinta Mountains (Harper et al., 1981) and is related to monsoon 
moisture when air masses from the Gulf of Mexico and Gulf of California move 
northward until reaching the Uinta Mountains, which cause orographic rise and 
precipitation. 
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METHODS 
Field Methods 
Field investigations took place in each of the 15 study catchments that had recent 
debris flow activity and on the associated debris fans or talus slopes adjacent to the Green 
River (Fig . 2.2). Surficial geology and bedrock distribution were mapped at 1: 12,000 
scale in each study catchment and digitized for analysis in a GIS. Bedrock was defined 
as areas where bedrock is exposed at the surface and colluvium, if present, is 
discontinuous. Hillslope deposits were described and mapped and prevalent hillslope 
transport processes were interpreted. Initiation sites were identified by hiking to as many 
initiation sites as safety permitted by tracing erosional and depositional evidence of 
debris flow passage through the channel network to the upslope-most evidence of failure. 
Each debris flow initiation site was mapped and described, including sedimentary 
characteristics of the material that failed, the channel and hills lope morphology of the 
failure area, and the interpreted initiation process. 
Qualitative classification of forest fire bum severity was made according to U.S. 
National Interagency Fire Center protocol (USNIFC, 2001) that is based on the degree 
that fire combusts organic litter, discolors mineral soil, and consumes woody material. 
Soil hydrophobicity was not measured in the burned study catchments, because the time 
since burning ranged from 1 to 5 years. However, a fire occurred within Dinosaur 
National Monument during summer 2002 in an area with similar vegetation and bedrock 
characteristics to the study catchments, and soil hydrophobicity measurements were made 
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Figure 2.2. Simplified surficial geology of study catchments in Lodore and 
Whirlpool Canyons based on mapping completed during this study. 
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catchment names and data in Table 2.1. 
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there using the critical surface tension method (Watson and Letey, 1970; Huffman et 
al., 2001 ). The burned proportion of each catchment was determined from a fire 
boundary map (Dinosaur National Monument fire management office, unpublished data). 
Rock-mass strength was evaluated for non-shale bedrock units using methods 
modified from Selby (1980). Rock elastic rebound was measured with a Schmidt 
Hamm er, converted to hardness , and combined with measurements and observations of 
weathering , joint spacing, thickness , infilling , orientation, and continuity to semi-
quantitatively evaluate rock-mass strength. Values of shale strength were estimated using 
published data (Selby, 1980). 
Sedimentary and stratigraphic characteristics of each deposit were used to 
differentiate flow processes and phases using the criteria of Costa (1988) , Meyer and 
Welis (1997), and Melis et al. (1997). Topographic surveys were the basis of estimates 
of area and thickness of each recent debris flow deposit. Thickness was determined by 
measuring the height of the debris flow deposit above the undisturbed fan surface . 
Deposit volumes were determined by multiplying the deposit area by the average 
thickness , similar to methods of Webb et al. (1999). Clast counts (Wolman, 1954) were 
done to determine the grain-size distribution of the deposits . 
Laboratory Methods 
Samples of colluvium, shale, and debris flow matrix material were collected from 
study catchments and debris fans for grain-size analysis and clay mineral identification. 
Samples of oriented clay minerals were glycolated and X-rayed to identify minerals. X-
ray patterns were modeled to estimate the relative abundance of illite, kaolinite, and 
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smectite using methods described by Moore and Reynolds (1997) and NEWMOD 
software (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1996). 
Precipitation records from three weather stations surrounding the field area (Fig. 
2.1) were used to determine daily rainfall totals for the study events and the recurrence of 
each debris flow-producing storm (NCDC, 2003). Event probability was calculated using 
June-October rainfall data with the Gringorten plotting position (Chow et al., 1988). 
Antecedent moisture conditions were evaluated by comparing the precipitation total for 
the 10 days preceding each debris flow-producing storm to the historical average for 
those days. Summer and early fall precipitation data for the period ofrecord at each 
station were analyzed to examine longer-term precipitation trends. Hourly precipitation 
data collected at Remote Automated Weather Stations (RAWS), which are operated by 
the National Interagency Fire Center, were used to calculate maximum 6-hour rainfall 
during each debris flow-producing storm (WRCC, 2003). The 6-hour rainfall totals were 
compared with maps ofrainfall intensity isohyets for 2-, 5-, 10-, and 25-year recurrence 
interval rainfall events (NOAA, 1973). Spatial and temporal trends in precipitation 
distribution for the entire field area were evaluated by analyzing hourly Stage III 
NEXRAD Doppler radar data in a GIS (NOAA CBRFC, 2002). Rainfall totals derived 
from NEXRAD data were compared with hourly precipitation records from a nearby 
RAWS. 
Measures of catchment steepness, including hypsometry, relief ratio, mean slope 
angle, and the slope of each initiation site were collected from a 30-m Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) to determine if geomorphic processes differed in catchments with different 
steepness. The contributing area upslope of each initiation site was determined using 
the D-infinity algorithm (Tarboton, 1997). 
RESULTS 
Catchment Characteristics and Debris 
Flow Initiation Processes 
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The following three examples illustrate the characteristics of tributary catchments 
and the mechanisms of debris flow initiation in the eastern Uinta Mountains. For 
complete descrip tions and data for all 15 debris flow events see Appendices A, C, D, E, 
and G, and Table 2.1. 
River Kilom eter 384.8-Above Winnies 
Rapid River Right 
The catchment at River Kilometer 384 .8 has a very small 0.11 km2 drainage area. 
The 0.04 kni area that contributed to the debris flow is located above the canyon rim and 
burned in 2001 . The catchment has only 21 % colluvial cover, and slopes in the burned 
po1tion of the catchment are predominantly bedrock. Rilling and sheetwash were not 
observed (Fig. 2.2, Table 2.1 ). A near vertical, 400 m high Uinta Mountain Group cliff 
separates the upper catchment from colluvial wedges stored on a bedrock slope located 
275 m above the Green River (Fig 2.3) . The colluvial wedge material is derived from 
physical weathering of the overlying orthoquartzite cliffs and rockfall and rock avalanche 
processes. These hillslopes drain to a talus cone that grades down -slope into a debris fan 
within the river corridor. This catchment is extremely steep with a relief ratio of 1.13, a 
mean catchment slope of 45.7°, and a hypsometric integra l of 0.56 (Fig. 2.4a, Table 2.1). 
Figure 2.3. Initiation site at river Kilometer 384.8. The debris flow 
initiated when overland flow generated on bedrock slopes cascaded 
down the Uinta Mountain Group cliff onto a colluvial wedge stored at 
the base of the cliffs. Dashes outline the area where colluvium failed. 
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TABLE 2.1. SUMMARY OF CATCHMENT DATA 
River Kilometer 
385.0 
384.8 
381.8 
380.6 
378.7 
373.0 
368.6 
367.0 
363.5 
363.5 
362.1 
356.8 
353.1 
352.3 
351.5 
Informal tributary name t 
A- Winnies RL 
B- Winnies RR 
C- Jack Springs Draw RR 
D- Buster Basin 
E- Middle Disaster 
F- River Mile 233 
G- Rippling Brook 
H- Wild Mountain 
I- River Mile 227-a 
J- River Mile 227-b 
K- Mitten Park Fault 
L- Mitten Park 
M- Upstream from Snow Ranch 
N- Snow Ranch 
0- Downstream from Snow Ranch 
Storm Date Catchment area § 
(krn2) 
8/15/2001 0.25 
8/ 15/200 I 0.11 
8/ 15/200 I 0.74 
8/ 15/2001 10.71 
9/ 19/1997 0.88 
9/19 / 1997 0.27 
6/ 17/ 1998 2.48 
9/ 19/ 1997 0.95 
8/ 15/200 I 0.09 
8/ 15/2001 0.04 
7/25/2002 003 
7/25/2002 0.01 
7/30/1999 I.SI 
7/30/1999 1.13 
7/30/ 1999 0.98 
River ki lometres measured from the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers, distances increase upstream 
1 Letters match location s on Fig. 2 
§ Calculated with D-infinity algorithm (Tarboton , 1997) 
• Maximum catchment relief divided by length of main channel extended to drainage divide 
Contributing 
Area § 
(krn2) 
0.04 
0.01 
0.14 
10.2 
0.26, 0.0 I, 0.16 
0.024 
0.073 
0.088 
0.010 
0.01 I 
0.003 
0.010 
0.038 
0.099 
0.074 
There are 4 separate initiation sites in the Middle Disaster catchment, two of them fall on the same 30x30 m DEM grid cell , listed third 
tt Include s only deposit area in Green River; excludes large deposits on fan surface 
Slope of 
initiation site 
(degrees) 
47.4 
69.9 
50.3 
28.l 
45. 1, 45.3, 50.8 •• 
34.6 
44.3 
27.1 
45.3 
39 
28.2 
32.7 
35.4 
33 
30. l 
Year Burned 
unburned 
2001 
2001 
2001 
1996 
unburned 
1996 
1996 
unburned 
unburned 
unburned 
unburned 
unburned 
unburned 
unburned 
Percent of 
catchment burned 
(%) 
55 
92 
99 
74 
55 
63 
N 
0 
TABLE 2.1. (CONTINUED) 
Percent Relief Average Hypsometric Depos it Area Deposit 
bedrock cover Ratio# Hillslope Angle Integral vol ume 
(%) (degrees) (m2) (m3) 
92 0.84 38.2 0.74 500 25 
79 l.13 45.7 0.56 1200 240 
90 0.32 29.9 0.63 1250 tt 875 
84 0. 18 22.3 0.59 1100 770 
77 0.47 28.2 0.69 250 37 .5 
79 0.85 39.1 0.62 200 30 
19 0.35 23 0.70 50 7.5 
48 0.53 31.l 0.60 3800 2100 
69 0.65 32.1 0.57 80 24 
86 0.80 29.3 0.56 35 JO 
94 0.46 26.4 0.58 180 54 
100 0.48 27 .5 0.65 60 18 
81 0.32 2 1.8 0.78 500 150 
62 0.45 29.5 0.67 3300 tt 4300 
56 0.56 25.6 0.71 100 30 
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Field evidence indicates that the debris flow in this catchment initiated via the 
firehose effect. A fresh scar in a colluvial wedge at the base of the nearly vertical cliff is 
interpreted to be the initiation site. Overland flow generated above the canyon rim on 
August 15, 2001, cascaded down the nearly vertical cliff onto the colluvial wedge, 
causing it to fail, initiating the debris flow (Fig. 2.3). Fresh scars in the pre-existing 
channel suggest that the debris flow scoured colluvium as it traveled down-slope . The 
debris flow then incised an existing channel on the talus cone and the upper portion of the 
debris fan. Midway down the debris fan the flow became depositional in nature, 
depositing levees and a coarse debris lobe on the fan surface (Fig. 2.4b). 
The initial phase of the flow overtopped the pre-existing channel banks and 
deposited a 75 m3 lobe of matrix -supported cobbles and boulders on the downstream side 
of the debris fan. Cross-cutting relations indicate that a second debris flow phase 
remained in the channel, depositing levees along the channel margin. These levees end 
just before a break in slope associated with erosion of the fan toe by the Green River. A 
90 m3 lo bate debris flow deposit consisting of fine-grained matrix with embedded 
cobbles and boulders was deposited on the alluvial surface between the fan toe and the 
Green River during this second phase. A small channel was incised between the levees 
and into the lobate deposit near the Green River, likely during recessional stream flow 
that followed the debris flow. The width and depth ofthis channel are 15 cm and 25 cm, 
respectively. 
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River Kilometer 381.8 River Right 
Jack Spring 's Draw 
The catchment on river right at River Kilometer 381.8 in Lodore Canyon has a 
drainage area 0.86 km 2, 90% of which are exposed orthoquartzite slopes. Ninety-two 
percent of the catchment burned severely during July 2001 (Fig. 2.2), but rill, gully, and 
extensive sheetwash erosion were not observed on hillslopes due to a lack of colluvial 
cover. 
The catchment is steep , the relief ratio is 0.32, and the mean slope angle is 29.9°; 
(Table 2.1 ). The convex hypsometric curve and the hypsometric integral of 0.63, indicate 
that the drainage is poorly developed, with much of the catchment elevation perched high 
above the Green River (Fig. 2.4a). 
The main channel that drains the catchment drops over a 300 m high cliff from 
the canyon rim to the debris fan (Fig . 2.5) . The cliff contains numerous colluvial wedges 
that are derived from mass-wasting events. The colluvium is deposited on ledges formed 
by resistant beds in the orthoquartzite cliff. Field observations and eyewitness accounts 
(T. Naumann, pers . com) indicate that overland flow generated on bedrock slopes during 
a thunderstorm on August 15, 2001 , cascaded down a 60 m vertical step in the cliffs, 
saturating and impacting a colluvial wedge stored at its base. The colluvial wedge failed, 
initiating a debris flow that continued down-slope to the debris fan, entraining colluvium 
stored on lower bedrock ledges and hollows (Fig. 2.5). 
The initial debris flow phase resulted in the deposition of an 875 m3 debris lobe in 
the Green River, levees > 1 m in height, and a large lobe deposit on the fan surface with 
an estimated area of 2000 m2. These deposits contain unsorted, angular, cobble- to 
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Figure 2.5. Catchment at River Kilometer 381.8 in Lodore Canyon showing locations of runoff generation, colluvium storage, 
debris flow initiation, and bedrock geology. Catchment relief and surficial geology are representative of other study catchments 
underlain by the Uinta Mountain Group , but catchment area varies significantly. 
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boulder-sized Uinta Mountain Group clasts supported by a fine-grained matrix 
composed of sand and finer particles, as well as charred organic material (Fig . 2.4b ). The 
debris flow constricted the Green River and raised the stage of the ponded backwater 
upstream from the rapid, flooding upstream riparian vegetation (Fig. 2.6). A second 
stream-flow phase incised an approximately 5 m wide channel between the levees and cut 
multiple channels through the new debris lobe on the fan surface. 
River Kilometer 352.3-Snow Ranch 
The catchment at River Kilometer 352.3 in Whirlpool Canyon has a drainage area 
of 1.13 km 2. This catchment has not been burned by recent wildfire and pre-Quaternary 
rocks are exposed in 62% of the catchment (Fig . 2 .2). The catchment is steep, with a 
mean hillslope angle of29 .5° and reliefratio of0.45 (Table 2.1) . The convex hypsometry 
and hypsometric interval of 0.67 show that most of the catchment area is found in the 
upper elevation portion of the tributary (Fig. 2.4a). Colluvium from rockfall and other 
mass-wasting processes is stored on resistant ledges and in hollows within the cliff-
forming Upper Morgan Formation, especially near its base . However , the dominant 
colluvium storage location is a >3 m thick colluvial wedge composed of rockfall and 
debris flow deposits, stored on a bench formed by the shaley Lower Morgan Formation 
400 m above the Green River (Fig. 2. 7). 
On July 30, 1999, overland flow generated on the Bishop conglomerate and 
Paleozoic bedrock slopes poured 300 m down cliffs formed by the Weber Sandstone and 
Upper Morgan Fonnation. Observations at the initiation site indicate that the overland 
flow cascaded over a 10 m high pour-over near the base of these cliffs and saturated 
Figure 2.6. Photo of debris flow deposit that constricted the Green River and raised the stage 
of the upstream backwater at River Kilometer 381.8 in Lodore Canyon. The Green River 
flows from the bottom to the top of the photo . 
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Figure 2.7. Catchment at River Kilometer 352.3 in Whirlpool Canyon showing locations of runoff generation , 
colluvium storage, debris flow initiation , and bedrock geology. The surficial geology and initiation mechanisms are 
representative of other study catchments in Whirlpool Canyon. 
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colluvium stored in a bedrock hollow, leading to failure and debris flow initiation (Fig. 
2. 7). The debris flow continued to entrain material as it traveled down-slope through a 
preexisting gully in the colluvial wedge , locally scouring to bedrock and overtopping the 
deeply incised (>3 m) gully in other areas to deposit levees . The debris flow then poured 
150 mover a cliff formed by the Madison Limestone onto the head of the debris fan. 
The debris flow traveled down the fan in a preexisting channel, depositing levees 
on the margins of the >2 m deep channel. Midway down the fan, the debris flow 
overtopped its banks and deposited two large debris lobes on either side of the channel 
(Fig. 2.8). Near the terminus of the fan, the flow blocked the pre-existing channel causing 
the debris flow to incise a new channel parallel to the first and continued down the fan, 
depositing 4,300 m3 of material into the Green River (Fig . 2.8). 
Initiation in other study catchments 
The firehose effect debris flow initiation described for the catchments at River 
Kilometers 384.8 and 381.8 can be generalized to seven other study catchments in 
Lodore and Whirlpool Canyons where thick shales are either not present or are not 
located in topographic positions where they form benches that store colluvium. The 
firehose effect mechanism described for the catchment at River Kilometer 352.3 can be 
generalized to the two other study catchments in Whirlpool Canyon where shales control 
the topographic position of major colluvial deposits. 
Exceptions to the firehose effect mechanism were observed in three study 
catchments. In two catchments on the eastern flank of Wild Mountain at River 
Figure 2.8. Photo of the debris flow deposit at River Kilometer 352.3 in 
Whirlpool Canyon . The Green River flows to the left of the photo. 
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Kilometers 229.4 and 230.4 groundwater perched above bedrock causes colluvial 
landslides that fail at the interface between shale bedrock and colluvium . Evidence for 
the presence and influence of groundwater includes : nearby springs at the same 
stratigraphic level as the failure, mineral-stains on the failure plane, and the presence of 
mesic vegetation (Appendix C). This area was subject to moderate bums in 1996, but 
vegetative and geomorphic evidence at the sites and adjacent unburned sites indicates that 
intermittent landslide activity has likely been occurring for many years (Appendix C). 
Debris flows initiate when storms saturate colluvium , enhancing the groundwater effect, 
causing blocks oflandslide material slide off the shale bench and over steep cliffs 
(Appendix C). 
A third initiation type occurred at River Kilometer 356.8 where infiltration-excess 
overland flow scoured regolith and shale bedrock from an area of vertical bedding 
associated with the Mitten Park fault (Appendix C). This mechanism differs from the 
firehose effect, because overland flow did not cascade down steep cliffs to initiate failure. 
Unlike Grand Canyon, direct failure of shale bedrock did not initiate debris flows in any 
of the study catchments . 
· GIS analysis of catchment mapping shows that hillslopes in study catchments 
generally lack continuous regolith and colluvial cover (Table 2.1, Appendix A). The 
proportion of bedrock exposed in the 15 study catchments ranges from 19% to nearly 
100% but is generally in the 60-80% range (Table 2.1 ), which causes the generation of 
large volumes of overland flow that lead to the dominance of firehose effect debris flow 
initiation (Fig. 2.9). 
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TABLE 2.2. ROCK-MASS-STRENGTH CALCULATIONS 
Parameter 
Lithology 
Intact rock strength' 
Weatherin g 
Mean joint spacing 
Joint orientat ion 
Width of joints 
Continu ity of joints 
Out flow of groundwater 
Uinta Mountain Group 
Orthoquartzite 
167 MPa= 20 
slight= 9 
-27 cm= 17 
Fair = 14 
l-5mrn =5 
contin uous-no infill= 5 
none= 6 
Tota l rating 76 -strong 
Note: Ranking and methods modified from Selby ( 1980). 
measured with Schmidt Hammer. 
1 shale uniaxia l strength values from Selby ( 1980) . 
Lodore Fm. 
Sandstone 
134MPa= 18 
slight -moderate= 8 
- 17 = 15 
Favorable to Fair= 16 
0.1-1 mm=6 
continuous-no infill= 5 
none= 6 
74 -strong 
Madison Lirrestone Lower Morgan Fm. 
Limestone Shale1 
171 l'vil'a = 20 25-100 MPa = 5-10 
slight= 9 moderate= 7 
-26 = 17 ---0.2= 2 
Fair= 14 Fair= 14 
0.l-lmm=6 0. 1-1 mm= 6 
few continuous = 6 continuous-no infill= 5 
none= 6 none = 6 
78 -strong 45-50-weak 
Upper Morgan Fm. 
Sandstone, I imestone 
159 MPa= 18 
slight= 9 
- 15 = 14 
Fair = 14 
0.1-1 mm=6 
continuous-no infill = 5 
none= 6 
72-s tron g 
Weber Sandstone 
Sandstone 
140MPa= 18 
slight-moderate= 8 
- 15 = 14 
Fair= 14 
l-5mrn=5 
few continuous = 6 
none= 6 
71-strong 
vJ 
N 
33 
Bedrock Strength and Mineralogy 
Uniaxial compressive strength of the non-shale bedrock units ranges from 134 
MPa to 171 MPa. Non-shale bedrock units have similar jointing characteristics, and are 
all classified as strong according to the Selby (1980) classification system (Table 2.2, 
Appendix B). Schmidt Hammer measurements could not be obtained for shale units but 
shales typically have uniaxial compressive strength values that range from 25-100 MP A 
(Selby, 1980), and the shales had very small joint spacing, resulting in their classification 
as weak (Table 2.2). These bedrock properties are similar to Grand Canyon where hard 
limestone and sandstones form cliffs and weaker shales form low-angle benches that 
store colluvium. 
Grain-size analyses indicate that clays comprise 7-23% of the fine-grained 
component of colluvium and debris flow deposits. Illite and kaolinite are the dominant 
clay minerals and surficial deposits contain virtually no smectite (Table 2.3, Appendix 
H), results similar to Grand Canyon (Griffiths et al., 1996). Kaolinite minerals are most 
common in surficial deposits in areas underlain by the Uinta Mountain Group 
orthoquartzite, whereas illite is most common in deposits in the part of the canyons 
underlain by Paleozoic bedrock. Shale bedrock samples contain very little kaolinite, 
illite, or smectite and clays in surficial deposits likely result from weathering or eolian 
depositional processes (Table 2.3). 
Catchment Morphometry 
Mean hillslope angles ranged from 21 to 45°, whereas local slopes of initiation 
TABLE 2.3: CLAY MINERAL AND GRAIN-SIZE DA TA FOR SHALE BEDROCK, COLLUVIUM AND DEBRIS FLOW MA TRIX SAMPLES 
Sample Number River Kilometer-side Sample description lllite Kaolinite Smectite Sand Silt Clay 
(wt .%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) 
DS-1 362.1-R Debris flow matrix-Mitten Park Fault lobe 86 14 0 50 37 13 
DS-2 351.5-L Shale in Round Valley Limestone 46 42 12 
DS-3 352.3 -L Purple shale Lower Morgan Fm.1 24 54 22 
DS-4 352.3-L White shale Lower Morgan Fm 1 23 69 8 
DS-5 382. l-L Uinta Mountain Group Shale #2 33 67 0 46 35 19 
DS-6 385.0-L Uinta Mountain Group siltstone bed 52 48 0 64 29 7 
DS-7 368.6-R Ladore Fm. shale 68 32 0 62 26 12 
DS-8 368.6-R Weathered Doughnut shale 0 100 0 24 41 35 
DS-9 385.0-L Debris flow matrix-Winnies RL levee 34 66 0 79 13 8 
DS-10 384.8-R Debris flow matrix-Winnies RR lobe 28 72 0 80 12 8 
DS-11 384 .8-R Debris flow matrix-Winnies RR levee 25 75 0 78 14 8 
DS-12 381.8-R Debris flow matrix-Jack Springs Draw RR levee 22 78 0 73 18 9 
DS-13 378.7-L Debris flow matrix-Middle Disaster levee 30 70 0 68 24 8 
DS-14 372.0 -L Debris flow matrix-River Mile 233 levee 35 65 0 76 15 9 
DS-15 367.0-R Debris flow matrix-Wild Mountain levee 55 45 0 47 38 15 
DS-16 368.6-R Debris flow matrix-Rippling Brook lobe 64 36 0 68 19 13 
DS-17 353.1-L Debris flow matrix-Upstream form Snow Ranch levee 50 50 0 67 20 13 
DS-18 352.3-L Debris flow matrix-Snow Ranch lobe 75 25 0 58 29 13 
DS-19 351.5-L Debris flow matrix-Downstream from Snow Ranch lobe 53 47 0 61 26 13 
DS-20 351.5-L Colluvi um-Downstream from Snow Ranch 58 42 34 43 23 
DS-21 367.0-R Colluvium -Wild Mountain 95 5 56 29 15 
DS-22 352.3-L Colluvium-Wild Mountain 45 55 0 81 12 7 
DS-23 385.0-L Talus cone depost-Winnies RL 31 69 0 72 19 9 
DS-24 385.0-L Colluvium-Winnies RL 54 46 0 67 22 II 
DS-25 378 .7-L Colluvium-Middle Disaster 43 57 0 59 28 13 
Trace amount of srnecttte 
1 Identified as palygorskite 
§ Identified as calc ite 
I..;.) 
~ 
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sites ranged from 27 to 69° (Table 2.1 ). In addition to being very steep, hypsometric 
integrals range from 0.56 to 0.78, indicating that these catchments have undeveloped 
drainage networks and that the majority of the drainage area for each tributary is located 
high in the catchment (Table 2.1 ). This is important because overland flow generated at 
this elevation has a great enough volume and potential energy necessary to cause 
colluvial failure as it cascades down the canyon walls, a process observed in Grand 
Canyon (Griffith et al., 1996). Additionally, a plot of initiation site slope versus upslope 
contributing area indicates that a slope-area threshold does not exist for initiation, as is 
expected in landscapes with fully developed drainages and which has been shown for 
post-fire debris flow initiation sites in west-central Colorado (Fig. 2.10) (Cannon et al., 
2001b). 
Fire Response 
Severe and moderate bums occurred in the areas with fires in 1996, 1999, and 
2002. Severe bums occurred in - 85% of the burned areas, causing nearly complete tree 
mortality, consuming 100% of the surface organic litter, and discoloring the upper 
surface of the mineral soil. Despite this, rill, gully, and, extensive sheetwash erosion, 
processes associated with debris flow initiation in Yellowstone and west-central 
Colorado, were not observed on hillslopes. Hydrophobic soils and small surface soil 
slips associated with fire elsewhere, were also not observed (Appendix F). Within the 
area where recent debris flows have occurred, between the Gates of Lodore and Jones 
Hole Creek, 171 tributaries with areas above 0.03 km2 drain to the Green River. Thirty-
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Figure 2.10. Plot of slope versus contributing area for initiation sites of study 
debris flows. Note lack of negative correlation experienced in many landscapes 
due to a lack of drainage development in this setting. 
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nine of these catchments have partially burned and six burned catchments have produced 
debris flows, while the remaining 132 unburned catchments have produced 9 debris 
flows . Burned tributaries upstream and downstream of this area have not produced recent 
debris flows. 
Deposit Characteristics 
Interpretation of deposits on river corridor debris fans and talus slopes indicates 
that debris flows are the dominant flow process transporting sediment to fans for the 15 
studied events . Debris flows were commonly erosive at fan apexes, scouring and 
entra ining older debris fan deposits (Appendix C). Debris flows deposited levees and 
steep-fronted terminal lobes of coarse , unsorted debris on middle and lower fan surfaces 
and in the Green River. At most fans, single or multiple phases of debris flow deposition 
were followed by sediment-laden stream flow. These deposits were subsequently incised 
and reworked by low-magnitude recessional stream flow, but estimates indicate that 
stream flow deposits generally make up <20% of deposit volumes. Three of the smallest 
study catchments experienced low-magnitude debris flow phases, followed by stream 
flow discharges that reworked the debris flow deposit, resulting in approximately equal 
proportions of debris and stream flow deposits. These catchments do not drain to debris 
fans, suggesting that debris flows are not common processes in these catchments. At 
River Kilometer 380.6, the largest study catchment, the initial debris flow phase 
deposited nearly 800 m3 of material in the Green River that were subsequently buried by 
stream flow deposits. This pattern is similar to the Type III debris flows described by 
Melis et al. (1997) in Grand Canyon, where initial debris flow deposits are buried by 
recessional stream flow. 
Typical levee deposits contain unsorted, unstratified, randomly oriented pebble-
boulder-sized clasts that are matrix supported near the flow interior but are dominantly 
clast supported at the flow margins. Typical debris lobe interiors consist of unsorted, 
unstratified pebble to boulder-sized clasts supported by fine-grained matrix. Lobe 
margins locally contain clast-supported pebble-boulder sized clasts that interlock to 
create high-angle deposit margins. Median clast size ranges from <4 to 250 mm and 
varies as a function of the amount of matrix present (Fig. 2.4b, Appendix G). Deposits 
reworked by successive stream flow are weakly imbricated, clast-supported , and are 
composed of cobbles that are commonly overlain by poorly to well-sorted, weakly-
moderately imbricated, stratified , pebbles and gravel. 
Precipitation Analysis 
38 
Daily and hourly precipitation records from weather stations surrounding the field 
area recorded rainfall of frequent to relatively infrequent magnitude on day debris flows 
occurred. Maximum daily precipitation for study events recorded at the weather station 
nearest each catchment ranged from 0 to 23 mm, with recurrence intervals that ranged 
from <1 to 6 years (Table D.1). Maximum 6-hour precipitation recorded at the nearest 
RAWS stations ranged from Oto 12 mm (Table D.2), all less than the 19.6 mm value for 
the 2-year, 6-hour storm for this area (NOAA, 1973). Comparisons of precipitation for 
the 10-days prior to each event to the 10-day historical averages showed no clear trends; 
antecedent precipitation was above average for the four 1997 and 1998 debris flow 
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events, but below average for the eleven 1999, 2001, and 2002 events (Table D.l) . Study 
catchments are 12-29 km from daily weather stations and 5-12 km from RAWS stations 
and the timing of intense rainfall, and debris flow activity provided by eyewitness 
accounts corresponds poorly to the times precipitation was recorded at RAWS stations. 
This suggests that some individual triggering rainfall events are of small spatial scale and 
are poorly represented by gage records. 
Analysis of precipitation for the period of record at each climate station for June, 
July , August, and September, months when the debris flows occurred, indicate that there 
is no overall trend of increasing precipitation associated with the period of increased 
debris flow activity (Fig . 2.11 ) . Record monthly precipitation occurred at the Dinosaur 
Quarry Area in August and September 1997 and July 2001. Record and near record 
monthly precipitation was measured for September 1997 at Dinosaur National Monument 
Headquarters and Brown's Park Refuge, respectively (Fig . 2.1). Precipitation for this 
period was often 25-110 mm greater than the historical average , however other debris 
flow producing years had near- to below average summer and early fall precipitation, 
such as 2001 at Brown's Park Refuge (Fig. 2.11) . Precipitation values derived from 
NEXRAD data greatly underestimated rainfall in comparison to measured precipitation 
recorded at overlapping RAWS gages (Table D.3), likely due to the distance of the field 
area from the nearest radar station at Grand Junction, CO. 
However, data derived from qualitative interpretation of precipitation maps agrees 
with results from daily weather station data . On days where intense, widespread 
precipitation was recorded at gages, such as September 19, 1997, NEXRAD recorded 
continuous rainfall over a 6-hour period for the entire 880 km2 analysis area, with rainfall 
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Figure 2.11 . Long-term precipitation trends at A) Dinosaur 
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totals at individual 4x4 km grid cells of 12-48 mm. On study dates where climate 
stations recorded little precipitation, such as July 30, 1999, and August 15, 2001, 
NEXRAD detected 1-2 spatially and/or temporally distinct storms with durations of only 
1-2 hours . These storms covered spatial areas between 100 and 600 km2, although the 
actual area of intense precipitation was likely much smaller. These limited data suggest 
that rainfall intensities of > 12 mm/hand rainfall totals of > 15 mm lead to debris flow 
initiation (Table D.2, Table D.3). These precipitation values fall within the range that 
initiate debris flows in Grand Canyon (Griffiths et al., 1996). 
Debris Flow Initiation in the 
Eastern Uinta Mountains 
DISCUSSION 
Based on these results, it is clear that debris flow initiation in the eastern Uinta 
Mountains occurs due to processes associated with bedrock and precipitation 
characteristics similar to those found in Grand Canyon, not factors related to fire, as 
found in west-central Colorado and Yellowstone. 
Debris flows in the eastern Uinta Mountains initiate by: 1) failure of colluvial 
wedges by overland flow via the firehose effect; 2) failure of colluvial wedges by 
saturation related to groundwater and precipitation; and 3) failure of shale bedrock by 
overland flow. The most common initiation mechanism is the firehose effect (Fig . 2.9), 
which occurs by the following processes: 1) strong, cliff forming bedrock units are 
physically weathered; 2) rockfall, rock avalanche, and other mass-wasting processes 
transport weathered bedrock to resistant ledges, bedrock hollows, and colluvial wedges; 
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3) summer and fall storms with rainfall intensities greater than 12 mm/h produce 
infiltration excess overland flow on dominantly bedrock slopes in the upper elevation 
portions of catchments; 4) overland flow cascades down the cliffs impacting and 
saturating colluvium; 5) colluvium fails, initiating debris flows that increase in volume as 
they scour colluvium stored in down-slope portions of the catchment; 6) debris flows are 
deposited on fans or in the Green River and are followed by recessional stream flow from 
the catchment. 
The Roles of Wildfire, Bedrock, 
and Precipitation 
According to Swanson (1981), the two main factors that influence post-fire 
geomorphic response in a given landscape are the characteristics of the fire regime and 
the geomorphic sensitivity of the landscape, which is a function of the steepness of the 
topography and the degree to which physical processes are regulated by vegetation. 
Although tributary hillslopes are very steep, the majority of these slopes are weathering-
limited in terms of sediment supply, as is the case in many dry environments (Bull and 
Schick , 1979; Yair and Enzel, 1987; Pederson et al., 2001). The dry climate and 
weathering-limited bedrock hillslopes result in a lack of vegetative cover and prevent the 
accumulation of continuous regolith and organic litter. These factors reduce the degree 
that vegetation regulates hydrology and sediment yield from these slopes and prevents 
post-fire sediment bulking from being a mechanism for debris flow initiation . Thus , 
wildfire has little influence on processes debris flow initiation processes in this area. 
However, 15% of the burned catchments produced debris flows, whereas only 7% 
of the unburned catchments produced debris flows. This contrasts with field observations 
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that indicate that debris flow initiation in burned and unburned catchments is identical, 
due of the high degree of exposed bedrock and high runoff ratios in all study catchments, 
and the occurrence of debris flow initiation from burned and unburned catchments during 
the same rainfall events. The two debris flows that occurred due to saturation and 
landslide failure initiated in burned areas, but these events were not influenced by 
increased runoff that is associated with wildfire. If these two events are eliminated from 
those influenced by wildfire , 11 % of the burned catchments produced debris flows. 
Because of the low number of observations it is difficult to reach a definite conclusions 
as to whether fire is a significant contributor to debris flow initiation in this area. The 
time period from 1997-2002 would have been an increased period of debris flow activity 
without the fire related events and all available evidence suggests that debris flows will 
occur in the absence of fire in the future. 
The same weathering-limited, bedrock slopes that limit the influence of 
vegetation and fire on hillslope processes lead to high runoff ratios and create steep 
escarpments, resulting in debris flow initiation via the firehose effect. High-strength, 
cliff-forming units are the dominant rock types in these canyons and the majority of the 
sediment mobilized by debris flows is derived from physical weathering of these cliffs in 
steep tributary catchments . Where weaker shales are exposed, as in Whirlpool Canyon, 
they form low-angle slopes that are important storage locations for colluvial source 
material. Failure of shales, such as the Lower Morgan Formation, adds colluvial source 
material to gullies that can be entrained by debris flows, but failure of shale slopes does 
not directly lead to debris flow initiation. Unlike Grand Canyon, significant colluvium 
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that fails to initiate debris flows accumulates on resistant bedrock ledges and bedrock 
hollows, in areas where shales are not present. 
Local slopes of initiation sites are all greater than 27°, but contributing areas vary 
considerably, resulting in the inability to define a slope-area threshold (Fig . 2.10). The 
smallest study catchments with debris flow activity do not drain to debris fans, indicating 
that a minimum area threshold may exist for fan-building debris flow activity. There is 
no upper drainage area limit where processes change from debris flows to stream flow, 
contrary to the results of Meyer and Wells (1997). This is because the steepest reaches of 
these perched catchments can occur anywhere, and are often found in the lower-most 
channel reaches. This observation is in contrast to 'regular' catchments where slope 
angles decrease with increasing catchment area, precluding debris flow sediment 
transport. 
The main drivers of debris flow initiation in this landscape are precipitation 
events. Debris flow initiation is identical, and debris flows often initiate in both burned 
and unburned watersheds during the same storm event. This indicates that similar rainfall 
thresholds initiate debris flows in both in burned and unburned catchments. The timing 
of the climatic events that initiated the study debris flows, with one exception, occurred 
during the late summer and early fall. Analysis of weather station records and radar data 
show that debris flows initiate both during wide-spread, frontal storms where multiple 
gages record rainfall with recurrence intervals greater than I-year and during isolated 
rainfall events where little or no rainfall is recorded at surrounding gages (Appendix D). 
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Debris Flow Frequency 
Workers in Grand Canyon documented 13 debris flows with volumes greater than 
400 m3 between 1983 and 1993 (Melis, 1997), resulting in a frequency of 2.7x10-3 debris 
flows/year/mainstem river km. Four debris flows with volumes greater than 400 m3 
occurred in the 50 km long canyon reaches of the Green River of the eastern Uinta 
Mountains between 1997 and 2002, giving a frequency of 13 .3x 10-3 debris 
flows/year/mainstem river km. For these two time periods, debris flow frequency is much 
greater in the eastern Uinta Mountains , however available data suggest that this 
frequency is much greater than in the recent past. Only three debris flows occurred 
between 1993 and 1996, at Zenobia Creek, Mile 233, and Moonshine Draw, all of which 
are unburned catchments (P.E. Grams , pers. com.), likewise Graf (1979) reported the 
occurrence of only one debris flow in 1976. Increased wildfire activity does not account 
for this recent activity . Above normal summer and early fall precipitation can explain 
increased debris flow activity in some, but not all years ( e.g. 1997) (Fig. 2.11 ). It is likely 
that infrequent, localized, high intensity rainstorms initiated debris flows in dryer years, 
but this cannot be verified due to the lack of rain gages in the immediate study area. 
Long-term differences in debris flow frequency between Grand Canyon and the eastern 
Uinta Mountains likely occur because Grand Canyon receives more moisture derived 
from the Mexican monsoon than does the eastern Uinta Mountains, which are well north 
of the region most strongly influenced by monsoon moisture/air masses (Mitchell, 1976). 
These results indicate that the firehose effect is the dominant debris flow initiation 
mechanism in the eastern Uinta Mountains as well as Grand Canyon. Many of the 
canyons of the Colorado Plateau are in similar geologic, topographic, and climatic 
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settings, indicating that firehose effect initiation may be a ubiquitous process in steep 
canyons throughout the Plateau. 
These hillslope processes have important impacts on the geomorphology of the 
Green River. The fundamental, repeating channel unit in these canyons is the fan-eddy 
complex, of which the debris fan is the keystone landform (Schmidt and Rubin, 1995) . 
The fan-eddy complexes in the Green River canyons are the storage location for 72% of 
the alluvium and 89% of the gravel in the canyons (Grams and Schmidt, 1999). In 
addition to controlling the locus of alluvial deposition, debris fans and river-level geology 
control cross-section geometry and the longitudinal profile of the Green River (Grams 
and Schmidt, 1999). Recent debris flows have delivered coarse and fine sediment to the 
river and have altered the configuration of several rapids, indicating that tributary debris 
flow processes in these canyons are dynamically influencing the geomorphic organization 
of the Green River. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Debris flows in the eastern Uinta Mountains initiate by: 1) failure of colluvial 
wedges by overland flow via the firehose effect; 2) failure of colluvial wedges by 
saturation related to perched groundwater and precipitation; and 3) failure of shale 
bedrock by overland flow. The most common initiation mechanism is the firehose effect, 
which occurs by the following processes: 1) strong, cliff forming bedrock units are 
physically weathered; 2) rockfall, rock avalanche, and mass-wasting processes transport 
weathered bedrock to resistant ledges, bedrock hollows, and colluvial wedges; 3) summer 
and fall storms with rainfall intensities greater than 12 mm/h produce infiltration excess 
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overland flow on dominantly bedrock slopes in the upper elevation portions of 
catchments; 4) overland flow cascades down the cliffs impacting and saturating 
colluvium; 5) colluvium fails, initiating debris flows that increase in volume as they scour 
colluvium stored in down-slope portions of the catchment; 6) debris flows are deposited 
on fans or in the Green River and are followed by recessional stream flow from the 
catchment. 
These processes are not altered by wildfire activity because strong bedrock and 
dry climate of the area cause hillslopes to be weathering-limited , resulting in steep slopes 
with low vegetation density, which exclude the development and accumulation of 
continuous regolith and organic litter. This, in tum, reduces the degree that vegetation 
regulates hydrology and sediment yield and prevents post-fire sediment bulking from 
being an initiation mechanism. 
The main controls on debris flow activity are bedrock properties and precipitation 
events . The combination of steep, bedrock dominated hillslopes , high runoff ratios, and 
steep escarpments result in the initiation of debris flows via the firehose effect. Debris 
flow initiation and hillslope processes are similar to those in Grand Canyon , where 
bedrock plays a similar role in creating steep slopes and controlling colluvial sediment 
storage. These tributary hillslope processes currently influence the geomorphology of the 
Green River by supplying coarse sediment that constricts the river and alters the 
configuration of rapids 
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CHAPTER3 
DEBRIS FAN REWORKING DURING LOW MAGNITUDE FLOODS IN THE 
GREEN RIVER CANYONS OF THE EASTERN UINTA MOUNTAINS, 
COLORADO AND UT AH2 
ABSTRACT 
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The magnitude and frequency of tributary debris flows and the historical range of 
mainstem river discharges are the main factors that create and modify rapids in the 
Colorado River basin . Monitoring of two recently aggraded debris fans in the Green 
River canyons of the eastern Uinta Mountains shows that mainstem floods with 
magnitudes as low as 75% of the pre-dam 2-year flood cause significant reworking of 
recently aggraded debris fans, whereas floods with magnitudes less than 40% of the pre-
dam 2-year flood do little reworking. Cutbanks formed at fan margins during both low 
and high flows, indicating that lateral bank erosion is an important reworking mechanism. 
Armoring of the debris fan surface limited the degree of reworking done by successive 
floods, even if those floods were of similar magnitude to floods that caused significant 
reworking. Peak discharges increased the width of the reworked zone, decreased fan 
constrictions and lowered the water-surface elevation of the upstream pools. Eroded 
material was deposited directly downstream from both fans, forming arcuate 
cobble/gravel bars. Deposition of eroded material directly downstream from the debris 
fan represents a change in the organization of the fan-eddy complex and has the potential 
2 Coauthored by Isaac J. Larsen, John C. Schmidt, and Jennifer A. Ma11in. 
to alter fine-grained sediment deposition. These results are generally consistent with 
recent studies in Grand Canyon. 
INTRODUCTION 
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Debris flows are a widespread process in the Colorado Plateau. In the case of the 
large regional and interregional streams ( e.g. Graf, 1979), debris flows in some tributary 
canyons are one determinant of the geomorphic organization of the mainstem channels, 
because debris flows deliver fine and coarse sediment (Webb et al., 1989, 2000; Melis et 
al., 1994), create rapids (Kieffer , 1985; Webb et al., 1988) and are the keystone of the 
fan-eddy complexes that occur in repeating sequence in these canyons (Schmidt and 
Rubin , 1995; Grams and Schmidt, 1999). Despite the significance of this geomorphic 
control, the interaction between mainstem streams and debris fans is not well understood 
and conceptual models are based mostly on data from Grand Canyon. Previous studies of 
mainstem reworking of debris fans are few and have reached varying conclusions as to 
whether high (Kieffer, 1985) or relatively low flood discharges (Webb et al., 1999; 
Pizzuto et al., 1999) are required to significantly rework these deposits. 
The construction of large dams in the Colorado River basin had immediate and 
dramatic impacts on the hydrology of downstream reaches (Andrews, 1986, 1990). 
Whereas the alteration of downstream hydro logic regimes was purposeful and expected, 
corresponding downstream geomorphic changes were largely unanticipated and are still 
occurring (Schmidt et al., 1998). One of the unanticipated geomorphic changes of flow 
regulation has been decreased reworking of debris flow deposits in rapids due to 
decreased flood discharges (Graf, 1980; Howard and Dolan, 1981; Kieffer, 1985; Webb, 
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1996). The combination of increased stability of boulders in rapids, narrower channel 
constrictions, and continuing coarse sediment inputs caused by debris flows have the 
potential to create navigation difficulty for recreational boaters and to alter the 
geomorphic template on which the aquatic ecosystem is organized. 
In this study, we document the magnitude and the style ofreworking of two 
recently aggraded debris fans in the Green River canyons of the eastern Uinta Mountains 
(Fig. 3.1). Vle repeatedly surveyed the debris fans over 6- and 4-year periods to 
determine the amount of reworking that occurred during a range of mainstem discharges. 
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF REWORKING 
Kieffer (1985) developed a model of debris fan evolution for Grand Canyon based 
on a study of the hydraulics of Crystal Rapid in Grand Canyon during high post-dam 
flows in 1983 that exceeded the pre-dam 2-year flood. Kieffer's model was based on 
estimates of velocity and tractive forces assumed to be required to erode large boulders 
from debris fans. According to Kieffer (1985), reworking takes place only during periods 
of very high discharge when supercritical flow occurs and large tractive forces exist in 
the constricted flow field. As the channel widens due to erosion of large boulders , 
velocity and tractive forces decrease below the threshold required for transport, and 
reworking ceases (Kieffer, 1985). 
Webb et al. (1999) found that the 1996 controlled flood, with a discharge that was 
60% of the pre-dam 2-year flood , caused significant reworking of many recently 
aggraded fans throughout Grand Canyon. The flood reduced both the area and volume of 
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fan deposits and armored the distal edges of debris fans. Their study showed that the 
greatest magnitude of reworking occurred on fans that had been most recently aggraded 
by debris flows. Fans whose surfaces had been aggraded decades earlier and already had 
been reworked by modest floods were not significantly reworked in 1996, because the fan 
surfaces were already armored. This led Webb et al. (1999) to conclude that floods cause 
more reworking on recent debris flows and that greater discharges are required to rework 
fans that are already pmily armored, or have been emplaced for a long time . 
Pizzuto et al. (1999) monitored transport of clasts from debris fan surfaces during 
the controlled flood and observed two types ofreworking, 1) entrainment of individual 
clasts from the fan surface and 2) bank failure of debris flow deposits due to lateral bank 
erosion, which allowed large clasts to be entrained at lower discharges than expec ted. 
Clasts with b-axis diameters up to 2 m were entrained, and those with b-axis diameters 
less than 0.5 m were transported significant distances. Tagged particles at Lava Falls 
rapid were transported an average distance of 230 m, or about four channel widths. 
Pizzuto et al. (1999) observed that reworking primarily occurred during the initial 4 hours 
of high flows, and reworking ceased as the surface became armored. Most tagged 
particles removed from the debris fan were deposited in the pool immediately 
downstream of the rapid and did not reach the expansion gravel bar farther downstream 
(Pizzuto et al., 1999). 
On the basis of these observations, Webb et al. (1999) presented an alternative 
model of debris fan reworking that emphasizes the role of much lower magnitude flood 
flows. Their model states that the locus of deposition for particles eroded from debris 
fans differs between high and low flows. At high flows typical of pre-dam floods, 
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material eroded from debris fans was deposited at the expansion bar downstream from 
the pool, but during lower magnitude floods, such as the 1996 flood, reworked material is 
deposited in the downstream pool (Webb et al., 1999). 
THE GREEN RIVER IN THE CANYONS OF THE 
EASTERN UINTA MOUNTAINS 
The Green River in Dinosaur National Monument has established its course 
through the eastern end of the Uinta Uplift in Colorado and Utah, forming three 
spectacular canyons : Canyon of Lodore , Whirlpool Canyon, and Split Mountain Canyon 
(Fig. 3.1 ). These canyons contain abundant debris fans that, along with river-level 
geology, control the longitudinal profile, cross-section geometry, and location and style 
of alluvial deposition (Grams and Schmidt, 1999). The debris fans form 96 fan-eddy 
complexes where 72% of the alluvium and 89% of the gravel in the canyons are stored 
(Grams and Schmidt, 1999). 
The hydrology of the Green River was historically dominated by high spring 
snowmelt runoff. Operation of Flaming Gorge Dam 68 km upstream from the Canyon of 
Lodore (Fig. 3 .1) has not altered the mean annual discharge of the Green River but it has 
significantly decreased the number and magnitude oflarge discharges . The 2-year 
recurrence flow at Greendale, UT (USGS no. 9234500) has decreased 57%, from 339 
m3s-' to 147 m3s-1 (Fig. 3.2a) (Grams and Schmidt, 2002). The influence of the dam is 
lessened downstream from Echo Park where the unregulated Yampa River joins the 
Green River, giving Whirlpool Canyon a semi-natural flow regime (Fig. 3.1). The 2-year 
recurrence flood in Whirlpool Canyon, recorded at Jensen, UT (USGS no. 9261000), has 
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Figure 3.2. A) Hydrograph showing discharge at Greendale, UT, pre- and 
post-dam 2-year floods and the timing of peak discharges and surveys in the 
Canyon of Lodore. B) Hydro graph showing discharge at Jensen, UT, pre-and 
post-dam 2-year floods and the timing of peak discharges and surveys in 
Whirlpool Canyon. 
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decreased 23% from 626 m3s-1to 480 m3s-1 (Fig. 3.2b) (Grams and Schmidt, 2002). The 
reduction in the frequency of large floods has had fundamental effects on alluvial 
geomorphology of the canyons, causing significant channel narrowing through the 
vertical accretion of inset floodplains (Grams and Schmidt, 2002). 
Since 1997, 15 debris flows have aggraded debris fans in Canyon ofLodore and 
Whirlpool Canyon (Martin, 2000; Chapter 2). Several of these debris flows deposited 
significant amounts of sediment in the Green River, aggrading rapids and riffles. Our 
focus is on two of these debris flows. The Wild Mountain debris flow initiated in the 
Canyon of Lodore during a September 1997 rainstorm and deposited approximately 2100 
m3 of material onto the 0.01 km2 debris fan and in the Green River. On July 30, 1999, 
the Snow Ranch debris flow deposited 4300 m3 of material on the distal margin of the 
0.02 km2 debris fan and in the Green River in Whirlpool Canyon. 
METHODS 
The Wild Mountain and Snow Ranch debris fans were surveyed during a 6-year 
period in order to evaluate reworking by the Green River. Topographic surveys of each 
fan were conducted soon after the initial debris flow and following significant changes in 
the flow regime of the Green River. These measurements were used to determine the 
volume of the initial debris flow reworked by different mainstem peak discharges (Table 
3.1). Each survey also delineated the water surface of the Green River through the length 
of the fan-eddy complex. Areas with sufficient point density from different survey dates 
were used to calculate differences in fan volumes. The reported volumes only reflect 
TABLE 3.1. DEBRIS FAN REWORKING RESULTS 
Survey Date 
Wild Mountain 
10-20-97 
3- 15-98 
9-21-98 
8-4-99 
8-6-02 
Snow Ranch 
8- 15-99 
10-12-00 
8-7-02 
Discharge 
at time of survey 
(mJs.1) 
80 
78 
47 
59 
24 
72 
42 
24 
Maximum discharge 
since previous survey 
(m3s.1) 
N.A.t 
95 
128 
309 
130 
N.A. 
459 
408 
Volume eroded 
since previous survey 
(ml) 
N.A. 
2§ 
30§ 
320 
0 
N.A. 
323 
10 
Volume deposited 
since previous survey 
(ml) 
N.A. 
0§ 
1.3§ 
36 
1 
N.A. 
126" 
10 
Fan margin 
grain size 
D,6, D;o, Ds• 
(mm) 
<4,< 4,<4 
<4, 18,50 
4,28,85 
50, 160,380 
<11.3, I 60, 380 
<2,8,3 5 
N.D ... 
30,110,220 
Measured as upstream channel width divided by constricted channel width, Constriction prior to debris flow at Wild Mountain: 0.42, at Snow Ranch: 0 .62 
1N.A.=no t applicable 
1 Data from Martin, 2000 
' Volume deposited does not include estimated 275 m3 of material deposited downstream of the initial survey boundary 
"N.D.=Not measured 
Gravel bar 
grain size 
D,6, Dia, Ds• 
(mm) 
N.A. 
N.A. 
30, 65, 110 
17,32,65 
12,32,65 
N.A. 
N.D. 
30,60, 120 
Constriction Ratio' 
0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.33 
0.33 
0.26 
0.37 
0.37 
0\ 
-
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change in those parts of the fan where there was overlapping survey data. Due to 
potential error associated with surveying an irregular surface, only elevation changes 
greater than 0.2 m were used to calculate changes in fan volume. 
In addition to surveys, clast counts (Wolman, 1954) were repeated to evaluate 
grain-size changes along the reworked zone of the fan and on gravel bars composed of 
reworked material. Records from USGS gages at Greendale, UT, and Jensen, UT, were 
used to determine the magnitude of discharge associated with different levels of 
reworking that occurred throughout the study period. The pre-dam two-year flood was 
determined by log-Pearson Type III distribution (Grams and Schmidt, 2002). Constriction 
ratios, the ratio of the upstream channel width to the channel width at the constriction 
(Kieffer, 1985), were measured for both sites using air photo and survey data . 
Reworking of the Wild Mountain 
Debris Fan 
RESULTS 
The threshold of significant reworking of the aggraded Wild Mountain debris fan 
is between 0.4 and 0.9 times the pre-dam two-year flood. Between September 1997 and 
June 1999, flows did not exceed 130 m3s-1 and less than 1 % of the original deposit was 
reworked (Martin, 2000). These flows were the maximum capacity of the Flaming Gorge 
Dam power plant and were 40% of the pre-dam 2-year flood. Approximately 15% of the 
initial debris flow deposit at Wild Mountain was removed from the fan surface by flows 
of 309 m3s-1, approximately 90% of the pre-dam 2-year flood that occurred in June 1999. 
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(Fig. 3.3). The June 1999 flood is the second largest since the closure of Flaming Gorge 
Dam in 1963 
Reworking led to 10 m of lateral bank retreat and caused the constriction ratio of 
the fan to increase from 0.25 to 0.33, but it did not reach the pre-debris flow value of 0.42 
(Table 3.1). Erosion primarily occurred on the distal margin of the fan, with the greatest 
erosion occurring on the upstream po1iion of the fan (Fig. 3.3). The reworked area of the 
fan became significantly armored after 1999 (Table 3 .1) and no reworking occurred 
subsequently (Fig . 3.3). 
At low flows, the eroded material was deposited immediately downstream from 
the fan, forming a small gravel bar (Martin, 2000). Higher discharges enlarged this 
gravel bar, adding approximately 36 m3, 11 % of the material eroded from the fan to its 
volume (Fig. 3.3) . 
Fan reworking caused the stage-discharge relationship for the upstream pool to 
drop 0.2 m (Fig . 3.4), because the backwater effect of the constriction was decreased . No 
changes in water-surface elevation occurred further downstream. 
Reworking of the Snow Ranch Debris Fan 
The minimum discharge that caused significant reworking of the aggraded Snow 
Ranch debris fan was 75% of the pre-dam 2-year flood. Spring floods in 2000 reached a 
peak discharge of 459 m3s-1 (Fig. 3.5), and eroded 8% of the volume of the original 
deposit. The following spring, peak discharge reached 65% of the pre-dam 2-year flood, 
but very little reworking occurred (Fig. 3.5). 
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0.5 m contour interval 
Figure 3.3. A) Air photo of the Wild Mountain debris fan taken in July 2001, showing fan-
eddy complex and location of survey maps. B) Reworking at Wild Mountain associated 
with a peak discharge of 131 m3s-1 between 10-97 and 9-98. During this time erosion is 
restricted to the distal margin of the fan. C) Reworking at Wild Mountain associated with a 
peak discharge of 309 m3s-1 between 9-98 and 8-99. A significant volume of material was 
removed from the fan surface and deposited in a gravel bar directly downstream. D) 
Volume change at Wild Mountain between 8-99 and 8-02. Little volume change was 
associated with the peak discharge of 130 m3s-1. 
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Figure 3.4. Water-surface profile at Wild Mountain showing 0.2-m stage 
decrease in the upstream pool at a discharge of 130 m3s-1 due to reworking 
that occurred between May and June 1999. 
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0.5 m contour interval 
Figure 3.5. A) Air photo of Snow Ranch debris fan taken in July 2001 showing fan-eddy 
complex and location survey area. B) Reworking at Snow Ranch associated with a peak 
discharge of 459 m3s-1 between 8-99 and 10-00. A large volume of material was eroded 
from the fan and deposited in a gravel bar downstream from the fan. The area of the 
gravel bar that was not captured by both surveys is outlined . C) Little reworking 
occurred at Snow Ranch between 10-00 and 8-02 where the peak discharge was 408 
m3s-1. 
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The fan surface became significantly armored during the 2000 spring peak 
discharge (Table 3.1) and reworking caused up to 20 m oflateral bank retreat. The lateral 
erosion caused the constriction ratio of the fan to increase from 0.26 to 0.37, but it did not 
reach the pre-debris flow value of0.62 (Table 3.1). Little erosion was detected on the 
upstream portion of the fan. It appears that lateral bank erosion was more extensive on 
the middle and downstream portions of the fan (Fig. 3.5). Between 60 and 100% of the 
material eroded from the debris fan surface was deposited directly downstream from the 
fan, forming an elongated, arcuate gravel bar (Fig. 3.5). The water surface slope through 
the rapid decreased slightly from 0.013 to 0.009, but the formation of the downstream 
gravel bar caused the constriction to lengthen by 35 m. 
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
These results show that debris fans in the eastern Uinta Mountains can be 
reworked by relatively low-magnitude, frequent discharges, but the discharges are greater 
than those typically released by Flaming Gorge Dam. Data collected at these two fans 
show that lateral bank erosion is an important process in reworking and armor that 
developed on the fan surface prevents subsequent floods of similar magnitude from 
eroding the fan surface. Reworking increases fan constriction ratios and lowers the stage 
of upstream pools. The width of the reworked zone increases with increasing discharge 
(Fig. 3 .3). A threshold of fan reworking and of the geomorphic processes involved here 
may exist; flows as low as 75% of the pre-dam 2-year flood caused significant reworking, 
whereas discharges less than 40% of the pre-dam 2-year flood did little reworking 
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These results agree with studies conducted during the 1996 controlled flood in 
Grand Canyon, where discharges of 60% of the pre-dam 2-year flood reworked fans that 
had not been armored by high flows (Webb et al., 1999) and lateral bank erosion was 
shown to be an important reworking agent (Pizzuto et al., 1999). Thus, there is little 
suppoti for the model of Kieffer (1985) who suggested that very high flows are required 
for reworking. 
The depositional fate and transport distance of eroded material from the fans in 
our study area are inconsistent with findings from the controlled flood in Grand Canyon . 
Ten and forty to one-hundred percent of the material removed from the fan surfaces at 
Wild Mountain and Snow Ranch, respectively , moved only tens of meters, less than one 
channel width, and was deposited directly downstream from the fans, forming 
gravel /cobble bars (Fig. 3.6). This location differs from pre-dam high flow conditions 
where material was deposited on the expansion gravel bar and from the 1996 flood in 
Grand Canyon, where reworked material formed gravel bars in the pools immediately 
downstream ofrapids (Fig. 3.6). This new depositional location was observed at all 
recently aggraded fans where significant material reached the Green River, representing a 
significant change in the organization of the fan-eddy complex. The gravel bar 
downstream of the debris fan has the effect of lengthening the constriction of the rapid 
and increasing the water surface slope downstream from the fan. This has the potential to 
alter the location and/or presence of recirculating eddies and backwater habitats and to 
change the location of fine-grained sediment deposition. 
Since debris flow aggradation of fans will continue in the Colorado River system, 
dam operators may need to consider strategies to rework these deposits . Controlled flood 
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releases 1) should occur soon after debris flows occur and coincide with peak runoff 
periods so that reworking in semi-natural reaches can be maximized (e.g. Snow Ranch 
Site) and 2) should not be preceded by moderate flows that armor the fan surface . Thus, 
fan reworking can be accomplished by flows that exceed normal power plant operations, 
but that are within the operational range of dams of the Colorado River Storage Project 
(CRSP) . Glen Canyon Dam, immediately upstream from the Grand Canyon, and 
Flaming Gorge Dam each restrict mainstem floods to similar degrees and these dams are 
the largest in the CRSP . Flows between 0.6 and 1.0 times the pre-dam 2-year flood can 
be created using the power plant, by-pass, and spillway outlets of these dams. 
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The chain of process linkages involved in sediment transport from hills lope 
sources to the Green River are as follows: 1) strong, cliff forming bedrock units are 
physically weathered; 2) rockfall, rock avalanche, and mass-wasting processes transport 
weathered bedrock to resistant ledges, bedrock hollows, and colluvial wedges; 3) summer 
and fall storms with rainfall intensities greater than 12 mm/h produce infiltration-excess 
overland flow on dominantly bedrock slopes in the upper elevation portions of 
catchments; 4) overland flow cascades down the cliffs impacting and saturating 
colluvium; 5) colluvium fails, initiating debris flows that increase in volume as they scour 
coiluvium stored in down-slope portions of the catchment; and finally 6) debris flows are 
deposited on fans or in the Green River and are followed by recessional stream flow from 
the catchment. 
Strong bedrock units create high-relief tributary catchments with weathering-
limited hillslopes, and low precipitation further prohibits the formation of dense 
vegetation and thick, continuous regolith. These catchment properties prevent post-fire 
sediment bulking of overland flow from initiating debris flows, as has been shown in 
west-central Colorado and Yellowstone. Instead, these characteristics ultimately lead to 
firehose effect debris flow initiation, which is similar to Grand Canyon, where bedrock 
plays an analogous role in controlling the location of escarpments and colluvial storage. 
The geomorphology of the Green River in the canyons of the eastern Uinta 
Mountains is inextricably linked to hillslope processes. Once debris flows reach the 
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Green River, new deposits are subjected to modifying flows by a range of mainstem 
discharges. Monitoring of two recent debris fan deposits indicates that a low-flow 
threshold for reworking may exist. Green River floods with magnitudes as low as 75% of 
the pre-dam 2-year flood caused significant reworking, whereas floods with magnitudes 
less than 40% of the pre-dam 2-year flood did little reworking. Cutbanks formed on fan 
margins, indicating that lateral bank erosion was an important process . Discharges that 
followed peak floods accomplished little reworking, even if they were of similar 
magnitude to peak floods, because they were not capable of eroding the armor layer that 
fanned during high flow conditions. This style of reworking is similar to results of 
studies conducted during the 1996 controlled flood in Grand Canyon , however the 
depositional fate of material eroded from the fans differs significantly . 
Material eroded from the fan surface was deposited immediately downsteam of 
the fan, forming gravel/cobble bars. This depositional location was observed at all fans 
that recently deposited material into the Green River representing a significant change in 
the geomorphic organization of the fan-eddy complex. Areas downstream from debris 
fans are traditionally zones of flow expansion, where recirculating eddies form and fine-
grained deposition occurs. Reworking of fan material smooths the fan margin and 
deposits material in this zone, excluding the formation of eddies and fine-grained 
deposits 
These results have implications for geomorphic processes throughout the 
Colorado Plateau, suggesting that the firehose effect may be a dominant debris flow 
initiation mechanism in the weathering-limited canyon landscapes of the Colorado 
Plateau. The results also indicate that large dams in the watershed can be operated to 
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rework debris flow deposits, even with moderate discharges, preventing the permanent 
aggradation of rapids . 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A. SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MAP UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
FOR PLATES 1-4 
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UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Qal-Quatemary alluvium: Poorly-sorted, silty sand and gravel, found in shallow 
drainages incised into the Bishop Conglomerate on the south rim of Whirlpool 
Canyon. 
Qc-Quatemary colluvium: undifferentiated hillslope sediment, includes talus, landslide, 
debris flow, and slope-wash deposits. 
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Talus: Unsorted , angular, clast-supported, open-framework cobble and boulders, 
clasts commonly show slope-parallel orientation, found at base of cliffs , on 
bedrock ledges and as material lining some steep tributary channel beds. 
Landslide: Matrix-supported, angular, slope-parallel to randomly oriented, 
limestone gravel and cobbles, organic-rich matrix, decimeter to meter-scale head 
and secondary scarps, tensional fissures , forms low-relief hummocky topography 
in catchments on east flank of Wild Mountain. 
Debris flow: Matrix-supported pebble to boulder-sized clasts, angular, unsorted, 
unstratified, randomly oriented clasts and local woody debris, dominantly sand 
matrix with lesser silt and minor clay component, forms lateral levees and lobes . 
Slope-wash: Angular, pebble-boulder clasts, dominantly matrix-supported, locally 
clast-supported, clasts show slope-parallel orientation , coarse clasts transported by 
gravity driven rock creep, fine clasts transported by both gravitational sliding and 
overland flow, widespread distribution on low-moderate angle slopes. 
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Qdf-Quatemary (including study) debris flow: Matrix-supported pebble to boulder-sized 
clasts, angular, unsorted, unstratified, randomly oriented clasts and local woody 
debris, dominantly sand matrix with lesser silt and minor clay component, forms 
lateral levees and lobes . Typical levee deposits contain unsorted, unstratified 
deposits of pebble and boulders that are matrix-supported near the flow interior 
but are dominantly clast supported at the flow margins, <0.3-1.5 m high. Typical 
debris-lobe interiors contain unsorted, unstratified, matrix-supported pebble-
boulder sized clasts. Lobe margins locally contain interlocking pebble to boulder-
sized clasts that create high angle deposit margins. Found on debris fans 
throughout canyons and hillslope benches in areas underlain by shale Paleozoic 
bedrock. Commonly interbedded or overlain by hyperconcentrated and stream 
flow deposits. 
Hyperconcentrated flow : weakly imbric ated, moderate to well sorted clast-
supported pebbles and cobbles, sand and silt matrix, continuous, 2-5 cm thick 
strata. 
Stream flow : poor-well sorted, weakly-moderately imbricated, stratified, pebble-
gravel sized clasts, contain sand and silt matrix or have an open-framework, form 
bars and scour underlying deposits. 
Qt-Quaternary talus: Unsorted, angular, clast-supported, open-framework cobble to 
boulder-sized clasts, clasts commonly show slope-parallel orientation, found at 
base of cliffs, on bedrock ledges, in bedrock hollows, and in steep tributary 
channel beds. 
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Tb-Oligocene Bishop Conglomerate: clast-supported, imbricated, sub-rounded 
dominantly Uinta Mountain Group gravel and cobbles, weakly cemented, caps 
canyon rim on south side of Whirlpool Canyon (taken from Hansen et al., 1983). 
Pu-undifferentiated Paleozoic bedrock: Cambrian Lodore Formation, Mississippian 
Madison Limestone, Mississippian Doughnut Shale and Humbug Formation, 
Pennsylvanian Round Valley Limestone, Pennsylvanian Morgan Formation, 
Pennsylvanian Weber Sandstone (taken from Hansen et al., 1983). 
Pu/Yu-undifferentiated bedrock: Paleozoic bedrock and Neoproterozoic Uinta Mountain 
Group . 
Yu-Neoproterozoic Uinta Mountain Group bedrock : Medium-coarse-grained, pebbly, 
cross-bedded, orthoquartzite with minor shale, and silty, micaceous beds (taken 
from Hansen et al., 1983). 
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Appendix B. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH DATA 
METHODS 
Rock-mass strength was measured in the field using methods modified from 
Selby (1980). Rock elastic strength was measured with a Schmidt Hammer and 
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converted to uniaxial compressive strength using a regression equation from Arioglu and 
Tokgoz (1991 ). Vertical and horizontal joint spacing were measured along vertical and 
horizontal transects, respectively, until 25 values for each were obtained. Low joint 
density resulted in less than 25 measurements at some sites. Other values included in the 
rock-mass strength index are weathering, joint width, joint orientation, joint continuity, 
and the effect of groundwater, all of which were evaluated visually in the field. Based on 
the measurements and observations assigned to each factor, a score is assigned and the 
sum of the scores corresponds to the strength value of the rock (Selby, 1980). 
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TABLE B.1. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH: UINTA MOUNTAIN GROUP , WINNIES RIVER LEFT CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (MPa) 
Spacing Spacing 164.1 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 20 
174.1 168.4 5 14 
177.0 159.7 38 6 Weathering 
177.0 168.4 50 5 Slight 
182.8 156.9 29 4 9 
162.6 159.7 65 5 
154.0 156 .9 30 21 Joint width 
154 .0 156 .9 4 5 (mm) 
151.2 156 .9 1 8 1-5 
156.9 162.6 7 7 5 
168.4 159.7 9 30 
156.9 156.9 12 15 Mean Joint SQacing 
156.9 168.4 13 20 (cm) 
156.9 162.6 9 19 15.6 
162.6 154.0 15 15 20 
179.9 156.9 22 18 
168.4 156.9 4 14 Joint orientation 
162.6 171.3 11 15 fair-unfavorable 
174.1 171.3 13 10 11.5 
168.4 171.3 13 11 
165.5 162.6 19 24 Joint Continuitl'. 
162.6 174.1 10 28 Continuous-no infill 
156.9 177.0 16 10 5 
165.5 159.7 9 8 
177.0 162.6 43 5 Ground Water 
162.6 159.7 9 5 none 
6 
Seib}'. Rating 
76.5 
00 
N 
TABLE 8 .2. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UINTA MOUNTAIN GROUP, RIVER-LEVEL, WINNIES RIVER LEFT CATCHMENT 
Vert ical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (MPa) 
Spacing Spacing 173.7 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 20 
156.9 162.6 30 145 
159.7 162.6 4 20 Weathering 
174.1 165.5 15 165 Slight 
159.7 185.7 15 95 9 
168.4 188.6 4 40 
174.1 185.7 10 100 Joint width 
182.8 171.3 12 300 (mm) 
188.6 185.7 70 30 0.1-1 
168.4 185.7 35 17 6 
162.6 188.6 10 50 
162.6 171.3 130 95 Mean Joint SQacing Selby Rating 
171.3 174.1 160 65 (cm) 86 
174.1 177.0 60 45 62.3 
162.6 179.9 70 300 21 
177.0 168.4 90 
177.0 171.3 65 Joint orientation 
185.7 174.1 7 favorable 
156.9 177.0 2 18 
162.6 179.9 17 
168.4 191.5 4 Joint Continuity 
151.2 188.6 6 Few 
165.5 171.3 20 6 
171.3 174.1 3 
177.0 194.4 Ground Water 
171.3 182.8 none 
6 
00 
w 
TABLE B.3. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UINTA MOUNTAIN GROUP, MIDDLE DISASTER CATCHMENT 
Middle Disaster Catchment 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (MPa) 
Spacing Spacing 166.5 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 20 
162.6 182.8 9 9 
156.9 174.1 42 9 Weathering 
168.4 162.6 7 25 Slight 
174.1 179.9 5 15 9 
154.0 174.1 2 10 
159.7 174.1 20 10 Joint width 
165.5 165.5 51 100 (mm) 
154.0 165.5 51 60 1-5 
171.3 165.5 18 10 5 
151.2 156.9 17 5 
162.6 174.1 13 9 Mean Joint S1:2acing Selby Rating 
156.9 168.4 4 115 (cm) 74 
162.6 174.1 3 10 19.7 
165.5 159.7 5 19 15 
156.9 162.6 12 20 
156.9 177.0 11 35 Joint orientation 
154.0 177.0 33 30 fair 
154.0 174.1 8 20 14 
168.4 162.6 14 2 
182.8 179.9 15 3 Joint Continuity 
179.9 168.4 1 4 Continuous no infill 
154.0 159.7 16 25 5 
182.8 168.4 20 8 
159.7 159.7 6 17 Ground Water 
165.5 179.9 24 10 none 
6 
00 
+'-
TABLE B.4. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UINTA MOUNTAIN GROUP, JACK SPRINGS DRAW CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (MPa) 
Spacing Spacing 169.8 (MPa) (cm) (cm) 20 
151.2 185.7 50 20 
156.9 182.8 5 46 Weathering 
151.2 185.7 4 20 Slight 
142.6 162.6 4 13 9 
142.6 179.9 0.5 14 
134.0 188.6 6 57 Joint width 
134.0 194.4 27 18 (mm) 
142.6 194.4 4 13 1-5 
142.6 188.6 5 3 5 
171.3 191.5 3 17 
185.7 197.3 12 12 Mean Joint S1;1acing 
174.1 179.9 2 65 (cm) 
162.6 191.5 2 25 13.5 
148.3 168.4 45 6 13 
165.5 179.9 8 10 Joint orientation 
185.7 182.8 4 17 fair 
174.1 174.1 5 9 14 
177.0 188.6 9 3 
174.1 162.6 3 8 Joint Continuity 
154.0 142.6 20 3 Continuous no infill 
142.6 142.6 40 1 5 
177.0 159.7 10 1 
191.5 188.6 10 2 Ground Water 
171.3 165.5 2 2 none 
185.7 174.1 6 2 6 
Selby Rating 
72 
00 
v-, 
TABLE B.5. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UINTA MOUNTAIN GROUP, UPSTREAM OF WADE AND CURTIS CAMP AT CANYON RIM 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 159.4 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 18 
174.1 168.4 90 27 
154.0 179.9 2 4 Weathe ring 
168.4 165.5 40 8 Slight 
154.0 154.0 10 5 9 
159.7 148.3 32 2 
148.3 171.3 42 35 Joint width 
136.9 159.7 20 24 (mm) 
136.9 151.2 15 48 5-20 
145.4 165.5 2 52 4 
139.7 162.6 33 34 
136.9 177.0 16 35 Mean Joint S12acing Selby Rating 
139.7 177.0 55 12 (cm) 73.5 
154.0 156.9 10 2 24.8 
148.3 168.4 9 45 16.5 
156.9 168.4 8 33 
185.7 159.7 17 60 Joint orientat ion 
156.9 162.6 7 60 fair 
148.3 168.4 14 50 14 
177.0 162.6 19 10 
159.7 159.7 13 19 Joint Continuity 
154.0 179.9 8 4 Few 
165.5 145.4 23 20 6 
162.6 154.0 11 21 
162.6 145.4 9 60 Ground Water 
165.5 165.5 29 37 none 
6 
00 
O'\ 
TABLE B.6. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : LODORE FORMATION, RIVER-LEVEL , UPSTREAM FROM LIMESTONE CAMP 
Uni-axial compressive strength 
(MPa) 
100.2 145.4 
117.1 117.1 
151.2 128.4 
117.1 145.4 
145.4 134.0 
159.7 119.9 
151.2 142.6 
125.5 148.3 
128.4 142.6 
136.9 134.0 
134.0 162.6 
122.7 148.3 
125.5 156.9 
139.7 128.4 
134.0 134.0 
136.9 156.9 
139.7 136.9 
151.2 156.9 
165.5 159.7 
145.4 142.6 
105.8 145.4 
134.0 154.0 
134.0 122.7 
125.5 119.9 
162.6 139.7 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 138.2 
(cm) (cm) 18 
none 80 
17 
50 
5 
26 
12 
10 
45 
12 
35 
35 
6 
20 
23 
4 
35 
4 
8 
15 
25 
4 
15 
5 
8 
8 
28 
Weathering 
Slight-moderate 
8 
Joint width 
(mm) 
0.1-1 
6 
Mean Joint Spacing 
(cm) 
20 .3 
15.5 
Joint orientation 
fair 
14 
Joint Continuity 
Continuous no infill 
5 
Ground Water 
none 
6 
Selby Rating 
72.5 
00 
---l 
TABLE B.7 ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : LODORE FORMATION, RIPPLING BROOK CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 130.5 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 14 
100.2 122.7 none 4 
83.5 148.3 16 Weathering 
80.8 111.4 7 Slight 
78.0 145.4 6 9 
97.4 139.7 4 
97.4 111.4 5 Joint width 
83.5 114.2 30 (mm) 
111.4 122.7 28 0.1-1 
125.5 125.5 25 6 
91.8 122.7 10 
119.9 148.3 3 Mean Joint S12acing 
142.6 114.2 3 (cm) 
100.2 136.9 1 14.0 
125.5 142.6 2 14 
151.2 122.7 30 
162.6 168.4 30 Joint orientation 
151.2 148.3 2 fair 
145.4 162.6 4 14 
142.6 168.4 10 
139.7 162.6 10 Joint Continuity 
156.9 134.0 4 Continuous no infill 
168.4 151.2 4 5 
148.3 151.2 2 
131.2 139.7 4 Ground Water 
139.7 136.9 105 none 
6 
Selby Rating 
68 
00 
00 
TABLE B.8. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH: MADISON LIMESTONE, RIPPLING BROOK CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 170.7 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 20 
168.4 162.6 2 37 
159.7 159.7 2 2 Weathering 
156.9 168.4 34 10 Slight 
165.5 185.7 32 12 9 
188.6 159.7 9 15 
171.3 168.4 22 19 Joint width 
156.9 159.7 13 32 (mm) 
188.6 162.6 28 13 0.1-1 
185.7 165.5 4 43 6 
156.9 168.4 2 40 
168.4 162.6 105 41 Mean Joint S12acing 
154.0 162.6 7 33 (cm) 
168.4 168.4 28 30 25.9 
162.6 171.3 40 78 17 
154.0 177.0 57 50 
188.6 191.5 8 16 Joint orientation 
191.5 185.7 56 17 fair 
174.1 165.5 54 27 14 
162.6 162.6 10 27 
162.6 200.2 20 50 Joint Continuity 
168.4 159.7 45 10 Few 
177.0 191.5 8 11 6 
162.6 177.0 15 30 
182.8 179.9 27 20 Ground Water 
162.6 179.9 2 3 none 
6 
Selby Rating 
78 
00 
\0 
TABLE B.9. ROCK-MASS STRENGHT : LOWER MORGAN SHALE, SNOW RANCH CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 25-100 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 5-10 
Not Measured, estimated 25-100 0.16 0.16 
Mpa, (Selby , 1993) 0.19 0.13 Weather ing 
0.04 0.24 Moderate 
0.17 0.35 7 
0.05 0.3 
0.09 0.04 Joint width 
0.17 0.15 (mm) 
0.1 0.12 0.1-1 
0.31 0.08 6 
0.18 0.03 
0.18 0.03 Mean Joint S12acing 
0.37 0.04 (cm) 
0.2 0.06 0.2 
0.14 0.29 2 
0.25 0.21 Joint orientation 
0.8 0.28 fair 
0.22 0.11 14 
0.17 0.14 
0.24 0.22 Joint Continuity 
0.17 0.11 Continuous -no infill 
0.12 0.17 5 
0.08 0.15 
0.07 0.2 Ground Water 
0.04 0.11 none 
0.17 0.15 6 
Selby Rating 
45-50 
'-D 
0 
TABLE B.10. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UPPER MORGAN FORMATION, SANDY CARBONATE, SNOW RANCH CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 161.1 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 18 
174.1 171.3 5-30 5-30 
162.6 165.5 Weather ing 
148.3 154.0 Slight 
168.4 148.3 9 
165.5 142.6 
177.0 134.0 Joint width 
179.9 165.5 (mm) 
159.7 156.9 0.1-1 
165.5 171.3 6 
171.3 142.6 
148.3 148.3 Mean Joint S~acing Selby: Rating 
171.3 151.2 (cm) 72 
165.5 151.2 5-30 
151.2 165.5 15 
154.0 134.0 
182.8 179.9 Joint orientation 
171.3 142.6 fair 
148.3 168.4 14 
185.7 148.3 
179.9 156.9 Joint Continuity: 
177.0 165.5 Continuous-thin infill 
154.0 171.3 4 
156.9 168.4 
162.6 171.3 Ground Water 
139.7 159.7 none 
6 
\0 
...... 
TABLE B.11. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : UPPER MORGAN FORMATION, LIMESTONE BED, RIVER KILOMETER 353.1 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
seacing Spacing 156.7 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 18 
168.4 156.9 3 25 
179.9 156.9 13 11 Weathering 
174.1 134.0 25 1 Slight 
156.9 145.4 15 1 9 
162.6 165.5 7 3 
156.9 154.0 5 5 Joint width 
134.0 148.3 8 3 (mm) 
162.6 139.7 6 2 1-5 
156.9 154.0 32 5 5 
162.6 151.2 49 7 
174.1 145.4 5 23 Mean Joint S(;1acing Selby Rating 
156.9 156.9 14 8 (cm) 71 
156.9 171.3 41 8 13.3 
159.7 159.7 40 3 13.5 
165.5 168.4 22 11 
162.6 165.5 27 23 Joint orientation 
174.1 139.7 13 4 fair 
162.6 156.9 22 3 14 
139.7 162.6 9 9 
156.9 165.5 14 15 Joint Continuity 
156.9 136.9 16 3 Continuous no infill 
145.4 139.7 33 12 5 
159.7 165.5 8 4 
145.4 156.9 1 11 Ground Water 
156.9 148.3 17 20 none 
6 
\0 
N 
TABLE B.12. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH : WEBER SANDSTONE , SNOW RANCH CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 141.1 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 18 
151.2 119.9 30-100 30-100 
159.7 131.2 Weathering 
171.3 134.0 Moderate 
154.0 131.2 7 
159.7 131.2 
159.7 131.2 Joint width 
162.6 139.7 (mm) 
171.3 119.9 1-5 
154.0 119.9 5 
148.3 139.7 
148.3 114.2 Mean Joint S~acing 
165.5 142.6 (cm) 
159.7 136.9 30-100 
165.5 136.9 21 
151.2 154.0 
139.7 142.6 Joint orientation 
148.3 131.2 fair 
145.4 136.9 14 
134.0 145.4 
142.6 134.0 Joint Continuity 
148.3 136.9 Continuous-no infill 
148.3 142.6 5 
145.4 151.2 
11.7 131.2 Ground Water 
119.9 154.0 none 
6 
Selby Rating 
76 
'-0 
w 
TABLE B.13. ROCK-MASS STRENGTH: WEBER SANDSTONE , SNOW RANCH CATCHMENT 
Vertical Horizontal Mean Strength 
Uni-axial compressive strength Joint Joint (Mpa) 
Spacing Spacing 139.4 
(MPa) (cm) (cm) 18 
136.9 145.4 10 25 
139.7 139.7 11 3 Weathering 
151.2 125.5 25 3 Slight 
145.4 125.5 5 5 9 
105.8 117.1 14 3 
145.4 162.6 6 2 Joint width 
119.9 139.7 45 9 (mm) 
145.4 134.0 13 5 0.1-1 
142.6 128.4 22 0.5 6 
136.9 142.6 9 0.5 
156.9 148.3 44 2.5 Mean Joint SRacing 
128.4 139.7 15 1.5 (cm) 
139.7 136.9 18 1 14.9 
136.9 151.2 23 2 14 
128.4 125.5 13 1 
139.7 145.4 48 1.5 Joint orientation 
148.3 136.9 70 2.5 Favorable 
148.3 151.2 30 2 18 
139.7 136.9 21 1.5 
165.5 151.2 16 1 Joint Continuitl'. 
125.5 134.0 127 9 Few Continuous 
117.1 151.2 9 1 6 
134.0 156.9 9 21 
128.4 156.9 5 5 Ground Water 
128.4 154.0 21 6 none 
6 
SelbJ'. Rating 
77 
\0 
~ 
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Appendix C. DEBRIS FLOW EVENT-SITE DESCRIPTIONS 
96 
River Kilometer 385.0 RL (Mile 240.6) - Winnies River Left 
The catchment at River Kilometer 385.0 is underlain entirely by Uinta Mountain 
Group bedrock. The upper catchment contains several steep channels that are the path 
and depositional location for open-framework rockfall and grain flow deposits that 
deliver coarse material to a talus cone within the river corridor (Fig. C.1 ). 
Reconnaissance views from across the canyon (the catchment is too steep to 
access by foot) revealed a fresh scar below one of several bedrock pour-overs in one of 
the talus-lined bedrock chutes, which is interpreted to be the initiation site. The location 
of the scar suggests that the debris flow initiated via the firehose effect. On August 15, 
2001 runoff generated in the upper catchment cascaded down the canyon wall, over the 
bedrock pour-over, into one of the talus-lined chutes, causing failure. After initiation, the 
debris flow continued downslope to the talus cone. The 25 m3 debris flow primarily 
followed a pre-existing channel on the talus cone surface, but near the top of the cone the 
flow diverged, forming two separate channels that rejoined approximately 10 m down-
slope. The channel contains two pairs of levees, one inset within the other, indi~ating 
that there were at least two debris flow pulses, the second smaller in magnitude than the 
first. Levees compose approximately 85% of the volume of this debris flow. The levees 
extend to the base of the talus cone but stop at the slope break associated with the 
junction of the talus cone and the maximum zone ofriver reworking (Fig. C.2). 
The debris flow breached the channel near the toe of the cone, depositing a 2 m3 
lobe of matrix-supported cobbles and boulders on the upstream side of the channel. A <5 
cm thick deposit of gravel and sand-sized material extends from the base of the talus cone 
to the Green River. This deposit has been reworked by the Green River, but a lack of 
Figure C.1. Photo of the catchment at Winnies River Left 
showing talus-lined chutes draining to the talus cone 
within the river corridor. The Green River is 35 m wide 
and the top of the Uinta Mountain Group cliffs are 600 m 
above the river. The Green River flows from the left to the 
right of the photo. 
97 
Figure C.2. Talus cone at Winnies River Left. Levees show the path the debris 
flow took to the cone surface. A coarse debris lobe and lobe of fine-grained 
sediment are present at the base of the fan. 
\0 
00 
large cobbles and boulders indicate that it was likely deposited by the wetter tail that 
followed the coarse debris front, or by a recessional stream-flow phase. 
River Kilometer 384.8 RR (Mile 240.5) - Winnies River Right 
99 
The catchment at Winnies River Right has a small (0.04 km2) drainage area above 
the canyon rim that burned in 2001, then a nearly vertical cliff, followed by a bedrock 
slope with approximately 30% colluvial cover. At the base of this slope is a talus cone 
that grades downslope into a debris fan. 
Evidence suggests that the debris flow in this catchment initiated via the firehose 
effect. A fresh scar in the colluvial wedge at the base of the nearly vertical cliff is 
interpreted to be the initiation site (Fig. 2.3). Overland flow generated above the canyon 
rim on August 15, 2001 cascaded down the nearly vertical cliff onto the colluvial wedge, 
causing it to fail , initiating the debris flow. Fresh scars in the pre-existing channel suggest 
that the debris flow scoured colluvium as it traveled downslope. The debris flow then 
scoured the existing channel on the talus cone and the upper portion of the debris fan. 
Midway down the debris fan, the channel gradient decreased and the flow became 
depositional in nature, depositing levees and a coarse debris lobe on the fan surface (Fig. 
C.3). 
The initial phase of the flow overtopped the pre-existing channel and deposited a 
75 m3 lobe of matrix-supported boulders on the downstream side of the fan, which did 
not reach the Green River (Fig . C.3). Cross-cutting relations indicate that a second phase 
remained in the channel and deposited levees along the channel margin. These levees end 
just before a break in slope associated with removal of the fan toe by the Green River. A 
Figure C.3. Debris fan at Winnies River Right. The debris flow 
deposited levees and a coarse-grained debris lobe on the upper fan 
surface. Fine-grained, matrix-rich debris with embedded cobbles 
were deposited on the lower fan surface , below a break in slope 
associated with the maximum upslope extent of Green River 
reworking . The Green River is 35 m wide; flow is from right to 
left. 
...... 
0 
0 
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90 m3 lo bate debris flow deposit consisting of fine-grained matrix with embedded 
cobbles and boulders was deposited on the alluvial surface between the fan toe and the 
Green River during the second phase of the flow. This deposit reached the Green River 
and the distal portion of it has been reworked, removing the fine-grained matrix, leaving 
a lag of gravel and cobbles. A small, 15x25 cm channel has been incised between the 
levees and into the lobate deposit near the Green River. The incision probably occurred 
during recessional stream flow that immediately followed the debris flow rather than 
during runoff associated with a later rainfall event. 
River Kilometer 381.8 RR (Mile 238.6) - Jack Springs Draw River Right 
The 0.86 km2 catchment on river right at River Kilometer 381.8 drains Uinta 
Mountain Group slopes . Approximately 90% of the catchment burned severely during 
· July 2001 . 
The main channel that drains the catchment drops 300 m from the elevation of the 
canyon rim to the debris fan. The cliff contains numerous colluvial wedges deposited on 
ledges formed by resistant beds in the orthoquartzite cliff Field observations show that a 
colluvial wedge at the base of a 60 m pour-over failed and initiated the debris flow (Fig. 
2.5). The failure occurred on August 15, 2001 due to saturation and impact force caused 
by water pouring over the cliff onto the colluvial wedge. The debris flow continued 
down-slope to the debris fan, entraining colluvium stored on lower bedrock ledges and 
hollows . 
Deposits on the debris fan indicate that the initial debris flow phase was primarily 
depositional. This phase resulted in the deposition of 875 m3 of material in the Green 
102 
River and a much larger, but unknown volume of material on the fan surface. Deposits 
on the fan surface include large levees > I m high spaced 20-30 m apart and a large debris 
lobe with an estimated area of 2000 m2. These deposits contain unsorted, angular, cobble 
to boulder-sized Uinta Mountain Group clasts supported by a fine-grained matrix 
composed of sand and finer particles, as well as charred organic material. The debris 
flow constricted the Green River forming a new rapid and a backwater, which raised the 
water surface and flooded upstream riparian vegetation (Fig. 2.6). A second stream-flow 
phase incised a channel between the levees and cut multiple channels through the debris 
lobe on the fan . 
River Kilometer 380.6 RR (Mile 237.9) - Buster Basin 
The field relations and sequence of events at Buster Basin are the most difficult to 
interpret of the 15 events studied. Buster Basin has 10.5 km 2 area at or near the elevation 
of the canyon rim. The main channel that drains Buster Basin falls approximately 200 m 
from the canyon rim to a large debris fan within the river corridor. Ninety-nine percent 
of the catchment burned during July 2001. There is no evidence of debris flow passage 
in the upper, high elevation portion of the catchment, but evidence of a stream-flow 
flood, based on organic debris accumulated on the upstream side of tree trunks and fine-
grained deposits in slack-water areas. 
Due to steep, inaccessible terrain the initiation site at Buster Basin could not be 
precisely mapped . Unsorted, matrix-supported sediment located in the channel at the top 
of a small pour-over 20 m above the debris fan indicate that the debris flow initiated 
between the upper catchment and the fan surface. The cliff that the channel follows from 
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the upper catchment to the river corridor is similar to other cliffs in Lodore canyon and 
contains multiple colluvial wedges deposited on bedrock ledges (Fig. C.4) . This 
evidence indicates that the debris flow likely initiated via the firehose effect on August 
15, 2001 when the floodwaters from the upper catchment cascaded down the cliff onto 
stored colluvium. Observations of scour at the head of the debris fan indicate that the 
debris flow also entrained material from this area. The channel on the debris fan contains 
evidence of bank failure and erosion of plunge pools that may have occurred during the 
initial debris flow phase or one of the subsequent stream-flow phases . Measurements of 
the volume of material eroded from the cham1el (250-600 m3) suggest that as much as 30 
to 70 % of the total volume of the material deposited in the Green River was derived 
from the debris fan channel. 
The debris flow deposited a thin (0.05 to 0.3 m) lobe of matrix-supported cobbles 
and boulders on the fan surface just downstream of the cliff. The morphology of this 
deposit differs from other Lodore Canyon debris lobes. The surface is smoother and the 
deposit is only as thick as the diameter of the largest particles; it does not consist of 
cobbles and boulders deposited on top of one another as in other places. Fine-grained 
deposits surround a cobble and boulder center, indicating that the flow contained enough 
water for some of the matrix to flow from the coarse-grained constituents. 
The rest of the debris flow traveled 400 m in a pre-existing channel to the Green 
River, depositing a 770 m3 fan-shaped deposit in the river channel. This deposit extends 
30 m outward from the previous shoreline and transformed the riffle that was present at 
the site into a minor rapid. The main evidence for debris flow deposition in the Green 
River is the presence of large boulders (up to 420 mm b-axis diameter, measured by 
Burned upper catchment 
Figure C.4. The catchment at Buster Basin, showing 
burned upper hillslopes , debris lobe at fan apex and 
debris flow path . The debris flow and subsequent 
stream-flow flood deposited 770 m3 of coarse debris in 
the Green River, greatly enhancing an existing riffle. 
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random pebble count, not largest boulder measurements) located at the distal margin of 
the new fan deposit. These boulders are interpreted to be too large to have been 
transported by the unconfined stream flow from Buster Basin that subsequently covered 
the new fan deposit, burying most of the debris flow deposits. Levees and other 
depositional evidence of debris flow passage are not present in the debris fan channel. 
Depositional evidence does not exist, either because the confined channel excluded 
deposition of levees or because debris flow deposits were eroded by the subsequent 
stream-flow phase. 
Following the initial debris flow phase there were at least two stream flow events, 
one overtopped the deeply incised (up to 2.5 m deep) channel and deposited organic 
debris and <5 cm thick sand deposits on the fan surfac e near the channel margins. The 
first stream flow event caused the downstream-most 20 m of the channel to aggrade, 
forming a deposit inset within the previously established debris fan channel. This inset 
deposit contains weakly-imbricated, clast-supported pebbles with a matrix of sand and 
silt. The deposit is stratified with 2-5 cm thick layers that are continuous and vary in 
coarseness and may be a hyperconcentrated flow deposit. A final erosive stream-flow 
phase incised the inset flood deposit and cut a 0.2-0.4 m deep channel through the new 
debris flow deposit to the Green River. 
This event is similar to the Type III debris flow event described by Melis et al. 
(1997) for the Grand Canyon . The theoretical hydrograph of a Type III debris flow 
consists of an initial debris flow pulse followed by a higher magnitude stream flow 
discharge that obliterates most of the debris flow deposit (Melis et al. 1997). The 
resulting stratigraphy of a Type III event consists of stream flow deposits overlying 
debris flow deposits, which matches the observations at Buster Basin. 
River Kilometer 378.7 RL (Mile 236.7)- Middle Disaster Falls 
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The Middle Disaster catchment is underlain entirely by the Uinta Mountain Group 
and 75% of the catchment burned during the 1996 fire season. The northern portion of 
the upper catchment contains a gradually sloping bedrock slope, while the southern 
portion contains bedrock cliffs. Both the bedrock slope and cliffs drain to a colluvium-
covered hillslope that extends from the base of the cliffs to the debris fan apex-a rare 
occurrence in these canyons . 
There are four separate initiation sites related to the September 1997 debris flow 
event in the Middle Disaster Falls catchment. Three of the initiation sites are located at 
the base of the bedrock cliffs where concentrated overland flow cascaded down the cliffs, 
initiating debris flows at the bedrock-colluvium interface. The fourth initiation site is 
located at the base of a 2 m high bedrock step located at the base of the gradually sloping 
bedrock slope. 
The four debris flow channels converge in the middle of the catchment, where a 
single channel continues down-slope to the debris fan. A lack of cross-cutting 
relationships makes it impossible to determine the order in which the debris flows 
initiated. Fresh cutbanks indicate that the debris flows entrained material as they traveled 
through the channel network. 
In the lower part of the catchment, the right channel bank is constrained by 
bedrock, which probably caused the debris flow to undercut a talus slope on the left side 
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of the channel. The bank failed and~ 80 m3 of material was incorporated into the debris 
flow. 
Although a large volume of material was transported and deposited in the form of 
levees throughout the catchment, very little material reached the lower surface of the 
debris fan or the Green River (Fig. C.5). Most of the deposit on the distal portion of the 
debris fan has revegetated since 1997, making it difficult to differentiate different flow 
phases. Martin (2000) described the initial phase as a thick , muddy material composed 
mostly of fines, followed by a second pulse that deposited a matrix -supported lobe of 
cobbles at the distal margin of the fan. The final two phases were described as a pulse of 
less viscous flow that reworked material deposited in the first two phases, followed by 
recessional stream flow (Martin , 2000) . 
River Kilometer 373.0 RL (Mile 233)- River Mile 233 
The River Mile 233 catchment is remote and I was unable to hike to the initiation 
site. However, the initiation site was identified and the mechanism inferred by analyzing 
aerial photographs . The bedrock geology of this catchment consists of the Ladore and 
Madison Formations, which crop out in the upper portion of the catchment near the 
elevation of the canyon rim and compose ~20% of the total area, and the Uinta Mountain 
Group, that makes up the remaining 80% of the catchment. The main bedrock chute that 
drains the catchment is lined with an open-framework talus deposit, likely derived from 
rockfall and rock avalanche processes. 
The debris flow initiated via the firehose effect in September 1997 when 
concentrated overland flow poured over an approximately 12 m high bedrock cliff into a 
Figure C.5. The debris flow deposit on distal margin of 
debris fan at Middle Disaster . 
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bedrock hollow filled with an open-framework talus deposit, causing failure. Aerial 
photographs show that the flow scoured material as it traveled through the channel before 
pouring over a -35 m cliff to the debris fan. 
The channel on the upper portion of the debris fan at Mile 233 has been incised 
-2 m by previous debris/stream flow and the deposit from the 1997 event is preserved as 
an inset deposit within this channel in some places. Down fan, there is a prominent break 
in slope where both the debris fan surface and channel slopes decrease and the channel 
becomes less incised allowing levees to form on the lower half of the fan surface. Levees 
continue from this break in slope to a point where the debris fan grades into an alluvial 
terrace deposit of the Green River. Beyond the levees are sheetflood deposits consisting 
of fine material and small pieces of shale . Both the levees and sheetflood deposits 
contain abundant clasts of shale, likely sourced in a 60 m thick shale unit within the Uinta 
Mountain Group exposed below the base of the Lodore Formation in the upper-most 
watershed. Sheetflood deposits are present on the surface of the alluvial deposit and an 
exposure in a cutbank shows that they are not just a thin surface deposit. Trenches dug 
by Martin (2000) show that the sheet flood deposits are <20 cm thick. The debris flow 
phase did not reach the Green River, only the minor sheetflood phase. 
River Kilometer 368.6 RR (Mile 230.4) - Rippling Brook 
Rippling Brook is the first catchment that is underlain by >50% Paleozoic 
bedrock, including cliff-forming limestone and sandstones and slope forming shales that 
create compound hillslopes. The Pennsylvanian Round Valley Limestone forms a cliff 
that extends from the drainage divide to a colluvium-covered slope formed by the 
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Mississippian Doughnut and Humbug formations. Cliffs formed by the Madison 
Limestone are located below this 80 m wide bench. The colluvium is 1-2 m thick and 
consists of pebble to boulder-sized, angular limestone clasts derived from mass wasting 
of the cliff upslope and dark-colored, organic-rich, fine-grained matrix. 
The slope supports a mesic plant community consisting of Douglas fir and aspen 
trees that contrasts starkly with the surrounding pinion-juniper forest. This vegetation 
difference is attributed to the presen ce of groundwater seepage . Surface springs were not 
observed at the initiation sites , but groundwater exfiltration was observed at the same 
elevation and stratigraphic level <300 m from the initiation sites and elsewhere on Wild 
Mountain. The upper surface of the Doughnut shale is deeply weathered and mineral-
stained, likely due to groundwater contact. This area burned in 1996, but experienced 
only moderate bums , unlike the surrounding pinion-juniper forest, and experienced only 
- 50 % tree mortality . 
There is abundant evidence of recent and ongoing landslide activity at this site. 
Evidence includes tilted trees and tree trunks that are bent at their base and then 
straighten vertically (Fig. C.6), multiple scarps with sheared roots (Fig. C.7), and areas of 
hummocky topography caused by the failure and rotation of landslide blocks. The failure 
plane is the colluvial-bedrock contact on the surface formed by the Doughnut shale (Fig. 
C.8). There are two adjacent, but distinct, failure areas separated by a -20 m wide, 
undeformed block of colluvium . The two failure areas appear to be of equal age and it is 
not possible to tell if failures from one or both of the landslides led to the debris flow that 
reached the Green River. 
Figure C.6. Landslide scarp in the Rippling Brook catchment. 
This catchment contains abundant evidence of recent and ongoing 
landslide activity, including scarps and trees with bent trunks . 
..... 
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Figure C. 7. Detached landslide block and headscarp in the Rippling 
Brook catchment. 
...... 
...... 
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Figure C.8. Photo of the landslide failure plane at the interface of the 
Doughnut shale and overlying colluvium. 
...... 
...... 
w 
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The spatial dimensions of the largest failure area are 60x25 m while the smaller area is 
30x30 m. The head scarps are - 1 m high, but the depth of eroded material increases 
downslope to -2 m, coincident with an increase in colluvial thickness. Many smaller 
scarps are located upslope of the main headscarp in colluvium that has not yet moved a 
substantial distance . The slope of the failure area is approximately 35-40 ° and the shale 
failure plane is exposed in many areas. 
A 30x 1 0x2 m landslide block rests in the center of the largest failure plane where 
it slid from - 10 m upslope. This block is not internally defo1med, but the trees growing 
from it protrude at severe angles (Fig. C.9). Several smaller detached landslide blocks are 
also present on the failure plane . The failure area steepens sharply approximately 15 m 
below the head scarp, just above the cliff formed by the Madison Limestone. This area 
has a hummocky surface of colluvium derived from the secondary slumping of the 
relatively undeformed landslide blocks present upslope . 
The volume of the debris flow deposit (75 m3) at the Green River is too small to 
have resulted from the failure of the entire landslide deposit, thus the entire volume of the 
landslide did not fail catastrophically to initiate the debris flow. The debris flow likely 
initiated when a small volume of material from the toe of the landslide failed and traveled 
over the Madison Limestone cliff at the base of the Doughnut-Humbug slope. The debris 
flow then traveled to the main channel draining the Rippling Brook catchment and to the 
Green River corridor. I speculate that this landslide and others on Wild Mountain behave 
as earthflows, with periods of little deformation and quiescence, punctuated by periods of 
rapid landslide deformation that likely occur during intense or prolonged thunderstorms, 
such as the June 1998 storm that initiated the Rippling Brook debris flow. Debris flows 
Figure C.9. A detached landslide block in the Rippling Brook 
catchment that has slid from upslope to its present position . Debris 
flows initiate when material slumped from the toes of detached 
landslide blocks travel over the cliff formed by the Madison 
Limestone. 
....... 
....... 
V, 
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occur when the landslide blocks approach the Madison Limestone cliffs where the slope 
angle steepens. This causes secondary slumping of the down slope end of the landslide 
block. These slumps transform into debris flows when they travel over the Madison 
Limestone cliffs . 
Most of the debris flow deposit on the Rippling Brook fan was reworked during a 
1999 Green River flood and the remaining material has become vegetatated, making the 
sedimentology difficult to study. Martin (2000) described two flow phases at Rippling 
Brook, an initial phase of matrix-supported cobbles and boulders that was later incised by 
a second phase compos ed of pebble- to cobble-sized material with little or no matrix. 
River Kilometer 367.0 RR (Mile 229.4) - Wild Mountain 
The catchment at Wild Mountain is very similar to Rippling Brook, the Round 
Valley Limestone forms a cliff upslope of a colluvium-covered bench formed by the 
Mississippian Doughnut and Humbug formations . Cliffs formed by the Madison 
Limestone are located below this 80 m wide bench. The colluvium, vegetation, 
groundwater seepage , and fire history characteristics are nearly identical to Rippling 
Brook. Evidence for landsliding includes bent tree trunks, a 1 m high main headscarp 
with lesser upslope scarps, sheared roots, and hummocky topography. 
The debris flow at Wild Mountain initiated similarly to the Rippling Brook debris 
flow, due to secondary failure oflandslide material. Also, like Rippling Brook, there are 
two adjacent landslide scars of apparently equal age on a slope underlain by the 
Doughnut and Humbug Formations . The larger failure area is -45x20 m, whereas the 
smaller area is -20x8 m (Fig. C.10). The failure plane is the contact between colluvium 
Figure C.10. Photo of the smaller of two landslide failure areas at 
Wild Mountain. The headscarp is to the left of the photo, the 
Madison Limestone cliffs are to the right. 
..... 
..... 
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and the Doughnut shale. Landslide blocks are present on this plane and the debris flow 
likely initiated when material at the toe of these landslide blocks failed. The slumped 
material then traveled down-slope, over the cliff formed by the Mississippian Madison 
Limestone, initiating the debris flow. The debris flow continued down the compound 
hillslope , passing over outcrops of the Lodore Formation and Uinta Mountain Group 
before being deposited on the Wild Mountain fan and in the Green River. 
Vegetation had colonized the fan surface at \Vild Mountain between the time the 
flow was deposited in 1997 and the 2002 field season, including tamarisk, box elder, and 
herbaceous plants . This vegetation made the deposit difficult to describe. However, 
Martin (2000) described four different deposit types. The first phase deposited bouldery 
levees and lobes on the debris fan, followed by a second phase that deposited a large, 
matrix-rich, fan-shaped body of material on the distal fan and in the Green River. The 
third phase deposited smaller cobble- to clay-sized particles on the fan, and a fourth, 
hyperconcentrated or stream flow phase, reworked material from the first three phases, 
depositing somewhat sorted, imbricated cobbles on the fan (Martin 2000) . 
River Kilometer 363.5 RL (Mile 227.2) -River Mile 227-a 
The River Mile 227-a catchment lies a few hundred meters upstream of where 
Green River cuts through the axis of the Warm Springs Monocline exposing the 
Paleozoic Weber Sandstone, Morgan Formation, Lodore Formation, and Madison 
Limestone in the down thrown limb of the monocline. Catchments draining this area drop 
from the canyon rim, underlain by the Weber Sandstone, over 500 m to the Green River 
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and have straight, steep channels. Although the Lower Morgan shale is present, it does 
not form a colluvium-storing bench. 
At River Mile 227-a, overland flow generated on the Paleozoic bedrock slopes 
cascaded down bedrock chutes and over a - 20 m high pour-over at the base of the 
Madison Limestone cliffs onto an open-framework talus wedge deposit stored at its base. 
Percussion marks on the bedrock wall indicate that some large clasts were transported by 
the stream flow before it poured over the cliff. Discontinuous levees are found at the 
base of the Madison Limestone pour-over and at distal end of the channel near the Green 
River but not between the cliff and the river, indicating that there was an initial debris 
flow phase (Fig. C.11 ). Subsequent stream flow winnowed matrix material from the 
levees and removed all depositional debris flow evidence from the channel (Fig. C.12). 
This event is similar to a Type III debris flow described by in Grand Canyon by 
Melis et al. (1997) , where subsequent stream flow removes most debris flow evidence, 
though this event was much smaller than most debris flows they studied . 
There are three deposits near the river, representing three distinct flow phases 
(Fig . C.13). The first deposit consists of clast-supported, open-framework cobbles with a 
D50 of 60 mm. This deposit is not as well sorted as the following two deposits (Appendix 
G) and is interpreted to be the initial debris flow or reworked debris flow material. This 
deposit is overlain by a unit with clast-supported, open-framework gravel, with a D50 of 
30 mm . The deposit occupying the highest stratigraphic level consists of clast-supported, 
open-framework pebbles with a D50 of 5 .2 mm. The second two phases are interpreted to 
represent stream flow deposits based on sorting and grain-size characteristics. The total 
Figure C.11. Channel with levees near the base 
of the Madison Limestone cliffs at River Mile 
227-a . 
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Figure C.12. Bedrock channel at River Mile 227-
a. Streamflow that followed the initial debris 
flow phase eroded all evidence of debris flow 
passage from this channel. 
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Figure C.13. Deposit at River Mile 227-a. Three depositional phases 
ocurred at this site, an initial debris flow phase , flowed by two 
stream-flow phases. Mud winnowed from the debris flow deposit or 
carried by the stream-flow phases cover Green River cobbles in the 
foreground. There is no debris fan at the mouth of this catchment; the 
deposits overlie a colluvial slope and mainstem river cobbles . 
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deposit volume is 24 m3; each phase has less volume than the preceding phase but 
volumes of individual phases were not measured. 
The debris flow and stream-flow phases form a lobate deposit overlying a colluvial slope 
and mainstem river cobbles (Fig. C.13) and the deposit is located 10-15 m upslope of the 
24 m3s-1 water surface of the Green River. There is not a debris fan at the mouth of this 
tributary, indicating that debris flows are not a common process here . The mainstem 
river cobbles between the lobate deposit and the Green are covered with mud that was 
likely winnowed from the debris flow deposit and/or carried by the subsequent tributary 
stream flow (Fig. C.13). 
River Kilometer 363.5 (Mile 227.2) River Mile 227-b 
The catchment at River Mile 227-b is < 200 m down stream of the catchment at 
River Mile 227-a and has an identical geological setting and similar catchment 
morphology . 
Water cascading down bedrock chutes poured over a-20 m high Madison 
Limestone pour-over , located in the downstream portion of the catchment, onto talus 
stored at its base, initiating the debris flow. 
Discontinuous levees are present at the base of the bedrock cliff in the upper 
portion of the channel and near the edge of the Green River, but not in the confined, -200 
m long channel between the base of the cliff and the Green River. The levees provide 
evidence for an initial debris flow phase. The debris flow was followed by stream flow 
that winnowed the matrix from the levees, leaving an open framework of cobbles and 
boulders. The successive stream flow left two distinct deposits in and at the 24 m3s-1 
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waters edge of the Green River. The first deposit is 40-50 cm thick and consists of sorted 
cobbles and gravel that were deposited at or below the 24 m3s-1 water surface. The first 
deposit is overlain by a <10 cm thick deposit of fine-gravel that did not reach the Green 
River. Grain-size analyses were not done on these two deposits but grain-size and 
sedimentary characteristics are similar to the second and third deposits at River Mile 227-
a. A lobe-shaped deposit of unsorted, matrix-supported, clasts representing the initial 
debris flow pulse is absent, possibly because these deposits were 1) eroded by tributary 
stream flow, 2) are below the surface of the Green River, or 3) are buried by successive 
stream-flow deposits, again, similar to the Type III debris flows described by Melis et al. 
(1997) . Like River Mile 227-a, this catchment does not drain to a debris fan, but a 
colluvial slope that is adjacent to the Green River. 
River Kilometer 362.1 RR (Mile 226.3) Mitten Park Fault 
Folding associated with the Mitten Park Fault at River Mile 226 has placed 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks at near-vertical dips. This has created a slope composed 
entirely of Lower Morgan shale that extends from the drainage divide to an alluvial 
terrace near the Green River. The Lower Morgan hillslopes are covered with a thin 
regolith of weathered shale and limestone clasts derived from minor limestone beds. 
Rainfall during a July 25, 2002 thunderstorm generated infiltration excess 
overland flow on the exposed shale and regolith of the Lower Morgan Formation. The 
overland flow entrained regolith from the weathered shale surface through overland flow 
and rilling and scoured shale bedrock and colluvium stored in pre-existing chutes on the 
slope. Levees first appear 30-40 m below the drainage divide, indicating a very small 
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contributing area was enough to initiate the debris flow. The debris flow continued 
through the channel, scouring more colluvium stored in the channel as well as underlying 
shale bedrock before deposition on an alluvial terrace of the Green River. 
Levees and coarse debris were deposited on the terrace while a small volume of 
clay to pebble-sized material passed over the bank and into the Green River. This 
catchment does not drain to a debris fan, indicating that debris flows are not a common 
process in this catchment. 
River Kilometer 365.8 RR (Mile 223.0)- Mitten Park 
The upper catchment at River Mile 223 drains near-vertical Upper Morgan 
Formation beds just northwest of Steamboat Rock. The bedrock channel draining the 
catchment falls - 50 m to a talus/colluvial wedge at the base of the cliff. The colluvial 
surface grades to a fine-grained Green River alluvial terrace; there is not a debris fan at 
this site . 
Overland flow generated on the bedrock slopes cascaded to the talus/colluvial 
wedge stored at the base. The overland flow scoured the deposit at the base of the cliff, 
initiating the debris flow. 
There are no levees present at this site, but a lobe-shaped deposit of cobble- to 
boulder-sized clasts provides evidence of an initial debris flow phase (Fig. C.14 ). This 
phase was followed by a sediment laden stream flow or hyperconcentrated flow phase 
that deposited an -20 cm of poorly-sorted, weakly-imbricated sand and gravel on the 
alluvial terrace. This phase also reworked the initial debris flow phase. A final stream 
flow phase eroded and reworked the first two deposits, transported sediment across the 
Figure C.14. The coarse-grained debris flow deposit at River Mile 
233 in Mitten Park . The channel incised in this deposit was cut by 
two recessive stream flow phases. Clipboard for scale . 
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alluvial terrace, and deposited <2 m3 of sediment in an eddy-return channel. The final 
flow phase also incised a gully in the sandy terrace. 
The sequence of events at this site, an initial debris flow phase, followed by 
successive stream-flow events are, again, similar to the debris flow events at River Mile 
227 and the Type III events described in Grand Canyon (Melis et al., 1997) 
River Kilometer 353.1 RL (Mile 220.8)- Upstream from Snow Ranch 
The catchment at River Mile 220.8, and catchments throughout Whirlpool 
Canyon, is underlain by Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. The Tertiary Bishop 
Conglomerate commonly caps the catchments that drain the south rim of the canyon. 
The Weber Sandstone and Upper Morgan Formation form steep cliffs that fall nearly 300 
m to a slope formed by the shaley Lower Morgan Formation (Fig. C.15). Near the base 
of the Upper Morgan cliffs, slope angles begin to decrease and colluvium is intern1ittently 
stored in bedrock hollows and on ledges before a continuous colluvial cover is formed 
over the slope formed by the Lower Morgan Formation. Three to ten m of colluvium 
derived from the upper cliffs has been deposited on the Lower Morgan slope, forming a 
thick colluvial wedge. The colluvial wedge thins or is no longer present down-slope, 
where hillslope angles increase and the Round Valley Limestone and Doughnut and 
Humbug Formations crop out or are covered by much thinner colluvium. Below the 
Doughnut and Humbug Formations the Madison Limestone forms steep, 150 m high 
cliffs. A sloping bench formed by the shaley upper beds of the Lodore Formation 
extends from the base of the Madison Limestone cliffs to the Green River corridor. 
Figure C.15. Stratigraphy and catchment morphometry 
in Whirlpool Canyon study catchments . The Lower 
Morgan Formation , Round Valley Limestone , and 
Doughnut and Humbug Formations lie between the 
colluvial wedge and Madison Limestone. The Green 
River flows from right to left in the photo. 
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The main gullies that drain these tributaries begin at the base of the Weber 
Sandstone and Upper Morgan Formation cliffs where colluvium has accumulated. These 
gullies are fed by overland flow generated on the Bishop conglomerate and Paleozoic 
bedrock that becomes concentrated in bedrock chutes as it cascades down the cliffs. The 
gullies (Fig. C.16) are deeply incised into the colluvial wedge and in some places are 
scoured to bedrock. Sediment accumulates in these gullies due to mass-wasting of the 
surrounding colluvial hillslopes and through failure of oversteepened banks. The debris 
flow at River Mile 220.8 initiated when overland flow generated on silty soils overlying 
the Bishop Conglomerate cascaded down cliffs formed by the Weber Sandstone and 
Upper Morgan Formations. The overland flow inundated colluvium stored on a bedrock 
ledge/hollow near the base of the Upper Morgan Fonnation, initiating the debris flow. 
The debris flow continued down-slope, eroding colluvium stored in gullies within the 
colluvial wedge through bed scour and bank failure . 
The debris flow passed through the colluvial wedge and poured down the cliff 
formed by the Madison Formation. The debris flow scoured the valley floor and 
deposited discontinuous levees as it traveled - 250 m through a small side canyon. The 
debris flow reached the Green River corridor where at least three separate lobes of 
coarse, cobble to boulder-sized debris were deposited on a 13,000 m2 debris fan. Small 
lobes (-5x5x0.3 m) were deposited on the upstream and downstream sides of the 
channel. A larger lobe (30x15x0.3 m) extends from the terminus of the channel to the 
Green River. The exact depositional sequence of the three lobes is difficult to determine 
due to a lack of clear cross-cutting relationships. A prominent cut-bank exists where the 
largest debris lobe has been reworked by high Green River discharges. 
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River Kilometer 352.3 RL (Mile 220.2) - Snow Ranch 
The upper catchment at Snow Ranch is similar to the upstream catchment at River 
Mile 220.2. 
Overland flow generated on the Bishop Conglomerate above the canyon rim 
cascaded down the cliffs of the Upper Morgan Formation onto colluvium stored in 
bedrock hollows and on ledges near the base of the cliff. The colluvium failed, initiating 
a debris flow that continued to entrain material as it traveled down-slope through the 
colluvial wedge , locally scouring the gully to bedrock and overtopping the deeply incised 
(>3 m) channel in other areas to deposit levees (Fig. C.16). The debris flow poured over 
the cliff formed by the Madison Limestone onto the head of the debris fan in a recess in 
the bedrock cliff. A 30x30x2.5m scour hole is located where the debris flow reached the 
apex of the fan, but it is unclear if all of the erosion occurred during this event. Flying 
debris stripped limbs on trees that were - 15 m beyond the edge of the scour hole (- 60 m 
from the base of the cliff the debris flow poured over). 
The debris flow traveled down the fan in a pre-existing channel , depositing levees 
on the margins of the >2 m deep channel. It is unclear if the channel was this deep before 
the debris flow or if it was incised to this depth before the flow. Midway down the fan, 
the debris flow overtopped its banks and deposited two large debris lobes on either side 
of the channel (Fig. 2.8). Near the terminus of the fan bouldery deposits blocked the pre-
existing channel causing the debris flow to incise a new channel parallel to the first and 
continued down the fan, depositing-3,900 m3 of material into the Green River, 
enhancing the existing riffle (Fig. 2.8). The Green River has reworked a large portion of 
Figure C.16. Gully in the lower portion of the colluvial 
wedge in the Snow Ranch catchment. Log in center is 
approximately 12 m long. 
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the distal fan deposit forming a -lm cut-bank within the newly deposited material as well 
as a -300 m3 gravel bar that extends downstream from the debris fan (Fig. 2.8). 
River Kilometer 351.5 RL (Mile 219.8)- Downstream from Snow Ranch 
The upper catchment downstream of Snow Ranch is similar to the upstream 
catchment at River Mile 220.2 . The debris flow at River Mile 219.8 initiated similarly to 
the other Whirlpool Canyon debris flows, when overland flow generated on the Bishop 
Conglomerate cascaded down cliffs formed by the Weber and Upper Morgan Formations. 
The overland flow mobilized colluvium stored in bedrock hollows and on ledges near the 
base of the Upper Morgan Formation cliffs, initiating the debris flow. 
After initiating, the debris flow continued down-slope in a gully cut into the 
colluvial wedge overlying the Lower Morgan Formation . Near the initiation site, debris 
flow scour undercut the channel bank, causing a small landslide to deposit 10-20 m3 of 
material in the channel. The landslide occurred concurrently with the debris flow; cross-
cutting evidence showed that 20-30% of this deposit was removed by the debris flow. 
The debris flow was primarily erosional as it passed through the gully on the 
colluvial wedge, scouring and transporting material where channel gradients ranged 
between 25% and 50%. Deposition ofbouldery lobes and bars occurred in one reach 
where the channel gradient was less than 20%. Levees were deposited at the top of the 
Madison Limestone cliff just before the flow poured down to the canyon floor. 
The flow traveled from the base of the cliffs -250 m to the Green River, where it 
was deposited on a small, 1,080 m2 debris fan. The channel at the terminus of the debris 
fan is constricted by several large (>2 m diameter) boulders and by woody debris. Levees 
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- 4 m long and 0.2-0.3 m high and a small debris lobe (lxlx0 .3 m) were deposited 
upstream of the constriction . A coarse debris lobe with a volume of approximately 30 m3 
was deposited downstream of the constriction and in the Green River. High Green River 
flows have reworked this deposit, indicated by the presence of a 1 m high cutbank at the 
deposit margin and a small gravel bar composed of reworked material, located 
downstream . 
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Appendix D. RAINFALL DATA 
TABLE D.1: SUMMARY OF DAILY PRECIPITATION DATA FROM WEATHER STATIONS 
River Kilometer Location of Study Event Nearest Weather Station 
385.0 Winnies River Left Brown's Park Refuge 
384.8 Winnies River Right Brown' s Park Refuge 
38 1.8 Jack Springs Draw River Right Brown's Park Refuge 
380.6 Buster Basin Brown's Park Refuge 
378.7 Middle Disaster Brown's Park Refuge 
373.0 River Mile 233 Brown's Park Refuge 
368.6 Rippling Brook Brown's Park Refuge 
367.0 Wild Mountain Brown's Park Refug e 
363.5 River Mile 227-a Brown's Park Refuge 
363.5 River Mile 227-b Brown' s Park Refuge 
362.1 Mitten Park Fault Brown's Park Refuge 
356.8 Mitten Park Dinosaur Quarry Area 
353.I Upstream of Snow Ranch Dinosaur Quarry Area 
352.3 Snow Ranch Dinosaur Quarry Area 
351.5 Downstream of Snow Ranch Dinosaur Quarry Area 
nd=no data 
na=not applicable 
• Distance from catchment to weather station measured from the center of each catchment 
1 I 0.4 mm recorded at Dinosaur National Monument 
Distance Date Daily Precipitation 
(km) (mm) 
12.4 8/ 15/2001 4.8 
12.5 8/ 15/2001 4.8 
14 8/15/200 I 4.8 
12.9 8/ 15/2001 4.8 
17.l 9/19/ 1997 16.3 
22.5 9/19/ 1997 I 6.3 
24.8 6/17/ 1998 22.9 
26.2 9/19/ 1997 16.3 
28 .5 8/15/2001 4.8 
28.5 8/ 16/2001 4.8 
29 7/25/2002 nd 
28.9 7/25/2002 nd 
25.5 7/30/ 1999 0 t 
24.4 7/30/ 1999 o' 
23.9 7/30/1999 o' 
§ Precipitation at Dinsaur Natio nal Monument and Dinosaur Quarry Area was 39. I mm and 31.2, 17- and 7-year events , respectively 
• Precipitation at Dinsaur National Monument and Dinosaur Quarry Area was 34.3 mm and 32.5 12- and 8-year events, respectively 
three days of missing data 
Recurrence Interval Previou s IO day total 
(years) (mm) 
< I 4.0 
< I 4.0 
< I 4.0 
< I 4.0 
1.3 ! 17.0 
1.3! 17.0 
6 ' 8.4 
1.3 ! 17.0 
< 1 4.0 
< 1 4.0 
na 0.5 
na 0 
na 5.8 
na 5.8 
na 5.8 
Historical IO day avg. 
(mm) 
9.2 
9.2 
9.2 
9.2 
8.1 
8.1 
6.9 
8.1 
9.2 
9.2 
6.6 
7.0 
6.4 
6.4 
6.4 
-w 
v-, 
TABLE D.2: SUMMARY OF HOURLY PRECIPITATION DATA FROM REMOTE AUTOMATED WEATHER STATIONS 
River Mile Location of Study Event Nearest RAWS Station Distance Hours 1 
(km) 
385.0 Winnies River Left Lodore 8.4 19:00 8/14 to 0:00 8/15 
384.8 Winnies River Right Ladore 92 19:00 8/ 14 to 0:00 8/16 
381.8 Jack Springs Draw River Right Lodore 9.7 19:00 8/ 14 to 0:00 8/ 17 
380.6 Buster Basin Lodore 10.8 19:00 8/14 to 0:00 8/ 18 
378.7 Middle Disaster Lodore 11.6 11 :00 to I 6:00 9/20 
373.0 River Mile 233 Dinosaur N.M. 8.8 nd 1 
368.6 Rippling Brook Dinosaur N.M. IO nd • 
367.0 Wild Mountain Dinosaur N.M. 8.1 nd § 
363.5 River Mile 227-a Dinosaur N.M. 4.9 21 :00 8/ 13 to 2:00 8/14 
363.5 River Mile 227-b Dinosaur N.M. 4.9 19:00 8/ 14 to 0:00 8/16 
362.1 Mitten Park Fault Dinosaur N.M. 6.7 21:00 7/25 to 2:00 7/26 
356.8 Mitten Park Dinosaur N.M. 6.8 2 1 :00 7/25 to 2:00 7/26 
353.1 Upstream of Snow Ranch Dinosaur N.M. 9.6 16:00 to 21 :00 7 /30 
352.3 Snow Ranch Dinosaur N.M. 10.7 16:00 to 21:00 7/30 
351.5 Downstream of Snow Ranch Dinosaur N.M. 11.6 16:00 to 21:007/30 
nd-no data 
Distance from catchment to weather station measured from the center of each catchment 
t Mountain Standard Time 
1 Dinosaur N.M. RAWS not operational-Ladore next closest station-vales equal to Middle Disaster 
# Dinosaur N.M. RAWS not operational-Lodore next closest station 14 mm measured there 14:00-19:00 6-16 
The 6-hour 2-ytar recurrence interval for this region is 19.6 mm (NOAA , 1973) 
tt recorded at Ladore RAWS 
Maximum 6 hour precip. 
.. 
Maximum 1 hour precip. 
(mm) (mm) 
11.7 11.4 
11.7 11.4 
I 1.7 11.4 
11.7 11.4 
12.4 6.3 
nd 1 6.3 tt 
nd # 4.1 tt 
nd § 6.3 11 
3.3 1.0 
3.3 1.0 
7.6 5.4 
7.6 5.4 
5.9 4.3 
5.9 4.3 
5.9 4.3 
...... 
\.;J 
0\ 
TABLE D.3: SUMMARY OF NEXRAD DATA ANALYSIS* , t 
Date 
September 19-23, 1997 5 
July 29-30, 1999-storm #1 
July 29-30, 1999-storm #2 
August 15, 2001 
Storm Duration 1 
(hours) 
10 
3 
4 
5 
Maximum time of continuous 
rainfall at single cell 
(hours) 
6 
2 
1 
2 
Storm Area • 
(km2) 
880 
384, 96 tt 
544 
624 
• NEXRAD recorded no precipitation on date of Rippling Brook debris flow in June 1998 and data are not available for 2002 events 
Maximum rainfall recorded at NEXRAD 
cells adjacent to study catchments 
(mm) 
36.5 
5.3 
5.3 
27 .4 
1 Hourly precipitation comparison between NEXRAD and Lodore RAWS indicates that radar estimates are consistently lower than gage measu rements, by 55-100 % 
§ Hours between beginning and ending rainfall for all NEXRAD cells 
• Maximum area of contiguous NEXRAD cells with recording rainfall during storm 
Maximum value for storm date of all cells adjacent to study catchments 
11 Storm #1 for July 29-30 1999 consisted of two spatially distinct areas of rainfall that occurred simultaneously 
....... 
\.;.) 
-..J 
Station Name Elevation 
(m) 
Browns Park Refuge , CO 1632 
Browns Park Refuge 8NW, CO 1713 
DinosaurN.M. Quarry Area, UT 1463 
Dinosaur National Monument, CO 1800 
Lodore RAWS, CO 1798 
Dinosaur N.M. RAWS, CO 1817 
nm=not measured 
TABLE D.4: WEATHER STATION SPECIFICATIONS 
Record Length Mean Annua l Precip. May-October Precip . November -April Prec ip. 
mm/yy to mm/yy (mm) % % 
4/66 to 7/97 215 .9 60 40 
8/97 to 2/02 nm nm nm 
4/58 to 12/02 216 .9 56 44 
6/65 to 12/02 298 .2 60 40 
6/87 to 5/03 nm nm nm 
7/98 to 5/03 nm nm nm 
Latitude 
40° 48' N 
40° 52' N 
40° 26' N 
40° 15' N 
40° 42' 00" N 
40° 30' 31" N 
Longitude 
108° 55' w 
109° 01' w 
109° 18' w 
108° 58' W 
108° 48' 00" W 
108° 54' 38" W 
....... 
w 
00 
Appendix E. HYPSOMETRIC CURVES AND HILLSLOPE-SLOPE ANGLE 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
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Figure E. 1. Hypsometry of Winnies River Left catchment, river mile 240 .6. 
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Figure E. 2. Hypsometry of Winni es River Right catchment, river mile 240.5. 
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Figure E. 3. Hypsometry of Jack Springs Draw River Right catchment, river mile 238.6 . 
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Figure E. 4. Hypsometry of Buster Basin catchment, river mile 237 .9. 
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Figure E. 5. Hypsometry of Middle Disaster catchment, river mile 236 .7. 
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Figure E. 6. Hypsometry River Mile 233 catchment, river mile 233.1. 
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Figure E. 7. Hypsometry of Rippling Brook catchment, river mile 230.4. 
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Figure E. 8. Hypsometry Wild Mountain catchment, river mile 229.4. 
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Figure E. 9. Hypsometry of River Mile 227-a catchment, river mile 227.2. 
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Figure E. 10. Hypsometry of River Mile 227-b catchment, river mile 227.2. 
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Figure E. 11. Hypsometry of Mitten Park Fault catchment, river mile 226.3. 
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Figure E. 12. Hypsometry of Mitten Park catchment , river mile 223.0. 
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Figure E. 13. Hypsometry of Upstream from Snow Ranch catchment, river mile 220.7. 
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Figure E. 14. Hypsometry of Snow Ranch catchment, river mile 220 .2. 
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Figure E. 15. Hypsometry of Downstream from Snow Ranch catchment, river mile 219.7. 
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Figure E. 16. Hillslope angle distribution of Winnies River Left catchment, river mile 
240.6. 
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Figure E. 17. Hillslope angle distribution of Wim1ies River Right catchment, river mile 
240 .5. 
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Figure E. 18. Hillslope angle distribution of Jack Springs Draw River Right catchment, 
river mile 238.6 . 
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Figure E. 19. Hillslope angle distribution of Buster Basin catchment, river mile 237.9. 
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Figure E. 20. Hillslope angle distribution of Middle Disaster catchment, river mile 236.7. 
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Figure E. 21. Hillslope angle distribution River Mile 233 catchment, river mile 233.1. 
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Figure E. 22. Hillslope angle distribution of Rippling Brook catchment, river mile 230.4. 
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Figure E. 23 . Hillslope angle distribution of Wild Mountain catchment, river mile 229.4. 
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Figure E. 24. Hillslope angle distribution of River Mile 227-a catchment, river mile 
227.2. 
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Figure E. 25. Hillslope angle distribution of River Mile 227-b catchment, river mile 
227.2. 
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Figure E. 26. Hillslope angle distribution of Mitten Park Fault catchment, river mile 
226.3. 
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Figure E. 27. Hillslope angle distribution of Mitten Park catchment, river mile 223.0. 
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Figure E. 28. Hillslope angle distribution of Upstream from Snow Ranch catchment, river 
mile 220.7. 
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Figure E. 29. Hills lope angle distribution of Snow Ranch catchment, river mile 220.2. 
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Figure E. 30. Hillslope angle distribution of Downstream from Snow Ranch catchment, 
river mile 219.7. 
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Appendix F. SOIL-HYDROPHOBICITY DATA 
156 
Methods 
Soil hydrophobicity was measured with the critical surface tension (CST) method 
(Watson and Letey, 1970; Huffman et al., 2001). Solutions of de-ionized water and 
various concentrations (0, 1, 3, 5, 9, 14, 19, 24, 34, 48, 60, 72, 80 %) of ethanol were 
prepared; CST decreases with increasing ethanol concentration. Starting with 0% ethanol, 
at least 5 drops of these mixtures were applied to the mineral soil surface in small soil 
pits at 3, 6, and 9 cm depths; in all cases bedrock was encountered between 9 and 12 cm. 
Ethanol concentrations were increased until all 5 drops were absorbed by the soil. The 
ethanol concentration of the last solution used denoted the CST of that depth (Huffman et 
al. 2001). Twelve measurements were made in the West Cactus Flat area south of the 
Yampa River on 7/23/02 over a 4000 m2 area, most of which burned severely in late June 
and early July 2002 . CST values were not corrected for air temperature; values in the 
following tables assume 20° C air temperatures . "Coppice dunes" refer to raised surfaces 
directly beneath trees, whereas "inter-dune areas" refer to the relatively unvegetated areas 
between trees. The following tables show that pure water was absorbed at nearly all 
depths, in both burned and unburned soils, indicating that hydrophobic conditions were 
not present. 
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TABLE F.1. SITE# 1: BURNED INTER -DUNE AREA ON PINION-JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth 
(cm) 
0 
3 
6 
9 
Critical Surface Tension 
(dynes/cm) 
63.3 
73 
73 
73 
TABLE F.2. SITE# 2: BURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON PINION-JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth 
(cm) 
0 
3 
6 
9 
Critical Surface Tension 
(dynes/cm) 
73 
73 
73 
73 
TABLE F.3. SITE# 3: BURNED COPPICE DUNE BENEATH JUNIPER 
Depth 
(cm) 
0 
3 
6 
9 
Critical Surface Tension 
(dynes/cm) 
73 
71.5 
72.5 
73 
TABLE F.4. SITE# 4: BURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON PINION-JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth 
(cm) 
0 
3 
6 
9 
Critical Surface Tension 
(dynes/cm) 
73 
73 
73 
73 
TABLE F.5. SITE# 5: BURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON PINION -JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth 
(cm) 
0 
3 
6 
9 
Critical Surface Tension 
(dynes/cm) 
73 
73 
73 
73 
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TABLE F.6 . SITE# 6: BURNED COPPICE DUNE BENEATH JUNIPER 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm ) (dynes /cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
TABLE F.7. SITE# 7: UNBURNED COPPICE DUNE BENEATH JUNIPER 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes/cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
TABLE F.8. SITE# 8: UNBURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON PINION -JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes/cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
TABLE F.9. SITE# 9: UNBURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON PINION -JUNIPER SLOPE 
Depth Criti cal Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes /cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
TABLE F.10. SITE# 10: BURNED INTER-DUNE AREA ON SAGEBRUSH SLOPE 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes/cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
159 
TABLE F.11. SITE# 11: BURNED COPPICE DUNE BENEATH SAGEBRUSH 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes/cm) 
0 73 
3 73 
6 73 
9 73 
TABLE F.12. SITE# 12: BURNED COPPICE DUNE BENEATH JUNIPER 
Depth Critical Surface Tension 
(cm) (dynes/cm) 
0 72.5 
3 70.5 
6 73 
9 73 
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Appendix G. DEBRIS FLOW DEPOSIT GRAIN SIZE DATA 
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Figure G.1. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Winnies River Left. 
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Figure G.2. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Winnies River Right. 
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Figure G.3. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Jack Springs Draw River Right. 
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Figure G.4. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Buster Basin. 
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Figure G.5. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, River Mile 233. 
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Figure G.6. Debris lobe reworked zoned grain-size distributions, Wild Mountain. 
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Figure G. 7. Gravel bar grain-size distributions , Wild Mountain. 
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Figure G.8. Grain-size distributions of multiple flow phases, River mile 227-a. 
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Figure G.9. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Mitten Park Fault. 
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Figure G.10. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Upstream from Snow Ranch . 
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Figure G.11. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Snow Ranch. 
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Figure G.12. Debris flow deposit grain-size distributions, Downstream from Snow 
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Appendix H. X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS 
TABLE H. l: LOCATIONS AND DEPOSIT TYPES OF CLAY MINERAL SAMPLES 
Samp le Number 
OS-I 
DS-2 
DS-3 
DS-4 
DS-5 
DS-6 
DS-7 
DS-8 
DS-9 
DS-10 
DS-11 
DS-12 
DS-13 
DS-14 
DS-15 
DS-16 
DS-17 
DS-18 
DS-19 
DS-20 
DS-21 
DS-22 
DS-23 
DS-24 
DS-25 
River Kilometer-side 
362.1-R 
35 l.5-L 
352.3-L 
352.3-L 
382.1-L 
385.0-L 
368.6-R 
368.6-R 
385.0-L 
384.8-R 
384.8-R 
381.8-R 
378.7-L 
372.0-L 
367.0-R 
368.6-R 
353.1-L 
352.3-L 
351.5-L 
35 l.5-L 
367.0-R 
352.3-L 
385 0-L 
385.0-L 
378.7-L 
Sample description 
Debris flow matrix-Mitten Park Fault lobe 
Shale in Round Valley Limesto ne 
Purple shale Lower Morgan Fm 
White shale Lower Morgan Fm. 
Uinta Mountain Group Shale 
Uinta Mountain Group siltstone bed 
Ladore Fm. shale 
Weathered Doughnut shale 
Debris flow rnatrix-Winnies RL levee 
Debris flow matrix-Winnies RR lobe 
Debris flow matrix-Winnies RR levee 
Debris flow matrix-Jack Springs Draw RR levee 
Debris flow matrix-Middle Disaster levee 
Debris flow matrix-River Mile 233 levee 
Debris flow matrix-Wild Mountain levee 
Debris flow matrix-Rippling Brook lobe 
Debris flow matrix-Upstream form Snow Ranch levee 
Debris flow matrix-Snow Ranch lobe 
Debris flow matrix-Downstream from Snow Ranch lobe 
Colluvium-Downstream from Snow Ranch 
Colluvium-Wild Mountain 
Colluvium-Wild Mountain 
Talus cone depost-Winnies RL 
Co lluvium-Winnies RL 
Colluvium-Middle Disaster 
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Figure H.1. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-1. 
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Figure H.2. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-2 . 
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Figure H.3 . X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-3 . 
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Figure. H.4. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-4. 
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Figure H.5. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-5. 
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Figure H.6. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-6. 
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Figure H.7. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-7 . 
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Figure H.8. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-8 . 
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Figure H.9. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-9. 
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Figure H.10. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-10 . 
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Figure H.11. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-11. 
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Figure H.12. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-12. 
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Figure H.13. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-13. 
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Figure H.14. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-14. 
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Figure H.15. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-15. 
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Figure H.16. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-16. 
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Figure H.17. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-17. 
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Figure H.18. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-18 . 
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Figure H.19. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-19. 
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Figure H.20 . X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-20. 
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Figure H.21. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-21. 
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Figure H.22 . X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-22 . 
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Figure H.23. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-23 . 
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Figure H.24. X-ray diffraction pattern: Sample DS-24. 
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Figure H.25. X-ray diffraction pattern : Sample DS-25. 
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Plate 1: Surficial geology of study catchments in upper Lodore Canyon 
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Plate 4: Surficial geology of study catchments in Whirlpool Canyon 
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